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+2ÿ3ÿ:)*'ÿ5'22,3*ÿ+/'2:./ÿ+/*ÿ:)*ÿ22ÿ3ÿ02112-ÿ,9*-+,2,*'4ÿÿFÿPGQÿS*0+,2-ÿ4O494ÿ
ÿ 4ÿFÿÿGÿHIJKLÿ@ÿM499ÿ3+ÿ7N@4ÿ
ÿ D4ÿFÿLTÿ3+ÿ7D4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿFÿLTÿ3+ÿ7N@4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿU-,;:*ÿ12&,3*ÿ9*=,0*ÿ,9*-+,2,*')ÿ):0/ÿ3)ÿ+/*ÿ4!-9'2,9ÿ6ÿ2'ÿ4!9=*'+,),-.ÿ6ÿ:-,;:*3>ÿ
,9*-+,2>ÿ)13'+5/2-*)ÿ3-9ÿ2+/*'ÿ12&,3*ÿ9*=,0*)4ÿÿFÿPGQÿ-2+*)ÿ DN ÿ3-9ÿ3002153->,-.ÿ+*R+4ÿÿ
A2:'+)ÿ/3=*ÿ:)*9ÿ+/*ÿ+*'1)ÿVWVÿQXYVZÿLPGÿ3-9ÿPGYQ[QXYVZÿLPGÿ+2ÿ
'*2*'ÿ&'2393>ÿ+2ÿ,-22'13+,2-ÿ+/3+\3,?*ÿ:-,;:*ÿ12&,3*ÿ9*=,0*ÿ,9*-+,2,*')\03-ÿ&*ÿ:)*9ÿ33&*,+ÿ,-9,<
'*0+3>ÿ+2ÿ,9*-+,2>ÿ3ÿ)5*0,2,0ÿ,-9,=,9:334ÿÿF]ÿT^TÿÿGÿ_:3:ÿ',=30>ÿ,+,.4ÿ`ÿGÿaVKVÿbÿ24ÿA <
9@76ÿOÿ 6ÿ" ÿ@6966ÿ3+ÿc N ÿ̀44ÿA334ÿ!5'4ÿÿ 6bÿ̀:),-.ÿ+/*ÿ+*'1ÿVWVÿQXYVZÿ
LPGÿ+2ÿ'*2*'ÿ+2ÿ3->ÿ:-,;:*ÿ,9*-+,2,*'ÿ+/3+ÿ92*)ÿ-2+ÿ9,'*0+3>ÿ,9*-+,2>ÿ3ÿ)5*0,2,0ÿ5*')2-bdÿ,0/*-<
&*'.*'ÿ=4ÿSÿ-04ÿ24ÿA 6N679ÿ8Seÿ 7ÿ" ÿ@7D7ÿ3+ÿc6ÿ̀"44ÿ"3)/4ÿE3>ÿ@ÿ 7bÿ̀:),-.ÿ
+/*ÿ+*'1ÿPGYQ[QXYVZÿLPGÿ+2ÿ'*2*'ÿ+2ÿ42+/*'(,)*ÿ3-2->12:)ÿ,9*-+,2,03+,2-ÿ-:1&*')ÿ
2'ÿ,-22'13+,2-6bÿQPPfLÿ@7ÿM499ÿD@Dÿ̀D+/ÿA,'4ÿ @b4ÿÿ_2(*=*'ÿ+/*)*ÿ+*'1)ÿ13>ÿ&*ÿ4:-/*352:3ÿ3-9ÿ
52)),&3>ÿ1,)3*39,-.6ÿ,-ÿ+/3+ÿ+/*>ÿ5'*):1*ÿ+/*ÿ:-9*'3>,-.ÿ,-22'13+,2-ÿ,)ÿ3-2->12:)4ÿÿg*')/2=ÿ=4ÿ
h3--*++ÿS3+*33,+*ÿ-224ÿ*+(2'?ÿ-04ÿ 6ÿM4ÿS:554ÿ99ÿ97ÿ67ÿ̀4ÿE3))4ÿ 7b4ÿÿ8/:)ÿ+/,)ÿA211*-+ÿ
3925+)ÿ12'*ÿ9*)0',5+,=*ÿ5'*0,)*ÿ+*'1)ÿ):0/ÿ3)ÿVWVÿYiKÿLjIÿLPG4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿFÿÿGÿHIJKLÿ@ÿM499ÿ3+ÿ7N@4ÿ
ÿ 94ÿFÿLTÿ
ÿ 64ÿFÿLTÿ
ÿ 74ÿFÿLTÿ3+ÿ7Dÿ̀48/*ÿ5:'52)*ÿ22ÿ333ÿ22ÿ+/,)ÿ,-22'13+,2-ÿ.3+/*',-.ÿ,)ÿ+2ÿ)*33ÿ+3'.*+*9ÿ39=*'+,),-.ÿ
&3)*9ÿ2-ÿ:)*')Cÿ(*&ÿ&'2(),-.46bdÿ33*ÿS4ÿE3-+*>ÿ*+ÿ334ÿk[^QGÿlQGJ^ÿkmZVGÿZÿnZZIQLÿ
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&'(ÿ1)*(2ÿ+),-./ÿ+20(.0)21ÿ!.0ÿ22ÿ3ÿ41!5ÿ6+2')7)08ÿ-ÿ9,)*(2ÿ0-6(ÿ
8(+,).(ÿ6+2,)*(+:ÿ2+2;ÿ<12=)1>3/ÿA*)8.328)1>ÿ96(+821-33/ÿ)*(10)2)-73(ÿ)122+?
;-0)21:ÿ45ÿ-72@0ÿ)08ÿ.@802;(+84ÿÿ&'(ÿB0-0@0(ÿ*(2)1(8ÿÿ02ÿ9)1.3@*(0ÿ)1?
22+;-0)21ÿ=').'ÿ)*(10)2)(8ÿ-ÿ6(+821ÿ-8ÿ'-,)1>ÿ+(C@(80(*ÿ2+ÿ270-)1(*ÿ86(.)2).ÿ
,)*(2ÿ;-0(+)-38ÿ2+ÿ8(+,).(84:Dÿÿ)*ÿ0'(ÿ,)*(2ÿ8)0(ÿ*)8.328(ÿ")33)-;E8ÿÿ)1ÿ
,)23-0)21ÿ22ÿ0'(ÿ1!ÿ7/ÿ0+-18;)00)1>ÿ)122+;-0)21ÿ0'-0ÿ(1-73(*ÿ0'(ÿ-*ÿ63-0?
22+;ÿ02ÿ3)1<ÿ")33)-;E8ÿ,)*(2ÿ,)(=)1>ÿ-.0),)0/ÿ02ÿ')8ÿ6+22)3(Fÿ
G2@+08ÿ'-,(ÿ80+@>>3(*ÿ02ÿ-663/ÿ0'(ÿ1!ÿ02ÿ2-.0@-3ÿ.)+.@;80-1.(8ÿ3)<(ÿ
0'(8(ÿ=').'ÿ=(+(ÿ@1-10).)6-0(*ÿ-0ÿ0'(ÿ0);(ÿ22ÿ0'(ÿB0-0@0(E8ÿ(1-.0;(104ÿÿH1?
*(+ÿ0'(ÿI)+80ÿG)+.@)0E8ÿ'23*)1>ÿ)1ÿJK3LMNÿ8@.'ÿ)122+;-0)21ÿ;-/ÿ.2180)0@0(ÿÿ
=)0')1ÿ0'(ÿ;(-1)1>ÿ22ÿ0'(ÿ1!4ÿÿO/ÿ.210+-80ÿ@1*(+ÿ0'(ÿ&')+*ÿG)+.@)0E8ÿ
'23*)1>ÿ)1ÿÿKÿPQRSTÿ8@.'ÿ)122+;-0)21ÿ)8ÿ120ÿÿ=)0')1ÿ0'(ÿB0-0@0(E8ÿ
;(-1)1>4ÿÿ&'(ÿ&')+*ÿG)+.@)0E8ÿ*(.)8)21ÿ.+(-0(*ÿ-ÿ.)+.@)0ÿ863)0ÿ-1*ÿ@1*(+;)1(8ÿ
6+),-./ÿ)10(+(808ÿ0'-0ÿG21>+(88ÿ)10(1*(*ÿ02ÿ7(ÿ6+20(.0(*ÿ@1*(+ÿ0'(ÿB0-0@0(4ÿ
&')8ÿG2;;(10ÿ(U-;)1(8ÿ0'(ÿ;(-1)1>ÿ22ÿÿ=)0')1ÿ0'(ÿ.210(U0ÿ22ÿ0'(ÿ

ÿ

VMÿWXYZKÿ[Lÿ\]Yÿ[^_^ÿJ`Mÿ7ÿa4ÿ!b BG&ÿc! &cÿAAÿAÿ4 A5ÿ42)1*)1>ÿ-ÿ
>+(-0(+ÿ-882.)-0)21ÿ7(0=((1ÿ(U628@+(ÿ02ÿ(?.)>-+(00(ÿ;-+<(0)1>ÿ21ÿ0'(ÿ10(+1(0ÿ-1*ÿ(?.)>-+(00(ÿ@8(ÿ-1*ÿ
8@8.(60)7)3)0/ÿ-;21>ÿ;)**3(ÿ8.'223ÿ-1*ÿ')>'ÿ8.'223ÿ80@*(108ÿ)1ÿ.2;6-+)821ÿ=)0'ÿ20'(+ÿ.'-11(38ÿ22ÿ
(U628@+(5dÿe-0'+/1ÿG4ÿf210>2;(+/ÿgÿa(22ÿG'(80(+ÿKZQNÿhTÿZTÿiNKZYÿjZKRYkÿlZKX
YYÿ\TSLQLÿÿMÿmYZSÿ\Yÿ67ÿa4ÿ!b BG&ÿc! &cÿB ÿB ÿ4 35ÿ4*(8.+)7)1>ÿ0'(ÿ
);62+0-1.(ÿ22ÿ7('-,)2+ÿ0-+>(0)1>ÿ)1ÿ*(3),(+)1>ÿ222*ÿ-1*ÿ7(,(+->(ÿ-*,(+0)8)1>ÿ02ÿ-*23(8.(10854ÿ
ÿ A4ÿ ÿH4B4G4ÿnÿD 47545ÿ4 54ÿ&'(ÿ1!ÿ*(2)1(8ÿNTÿZoÿLKNQÿoKNTKÿ02ÿ)1.3@*(ÿ0'28(ÿ
9(1>->(*ÿ)1ÿ0'(ÿ7@8)1(88ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ22ÿ+(10-3ÿ8-3(ÿ2+ÿ*(3),(+/ÿ22ÿ6+(+(.2+*(*ÿ,)*(2ÿ.-88(00(ÿ0-6(8ÿ2+ÿ8);)3-+ÿ
-@*)2ÿ,)8@-3ÿ;-0(+)-384:ÿÿT^ÿnÿD 4-54654ÿÿ!30'2@>'ÿ-ÿ*)8.@88)21ÿ22ÿ0'(ÿ.2102@+8ÿ22ÿ0')8ÿ0(+;ÿ-8ÿ-663)(*ÿ
02ÿ213)1(ÿ80+(-;)1>ÿ,)*(2ÿ=(78)0(8ÿ)8ÿ7(/21*ÿ0'(ÿ8.26(ÿ22ÿ0')8ÿG2;;(10ÿ)0ÿ8'2@3*ÿ7(ÿ120(*ÿ0'-0ÿ.2@+08ÿ
'-,(ÿ.21.3@*(*ÿ0'-0ÿ0'(ÿ1!ÿ-663)(8ÿ02ÿ10(+1(0ÿ,)*(2ÿ=(78)0(84ÿÿ_pÿ^Y^ÿÿKÿc@3@ÿ+),-./ÿ)0)>4ÿ
4ÿKÿq`S̀ÿ5ÿ24ÿGÿ ?9DA6ÿOÿ ÿ" ÿ93A ÿ-0ÿrAÿ444ÿG-34ÿ!@>4ÿ ÿ 5ÿ4.21.3@*)1>ÿ
0'-0ÿG21>+(88ÿ)10(1*(*ÿ0'(ÿ0(+;ÿNTÿZoÿLKNQÿoKNTKÿ02ÿ(,23,(ÿ=)0'ÿ.'-1>(8ÿ)1ÿ0(.'1232>/54ÿ
ÿ D4ÿ ÿH4B4G4ÿnÿD 4-54954ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ_ÿsKZÿB(.0)218ÿ4O4t4ÿÿ&')8ÿG2;;(10ÿ22.@8(8ÿ21ÿ0'(ÿ)10(+6+(0-0)21ÿ-1*ÿ-663).-0)21ÿ22ÿ
0'(ÿ1!E8ÿ*(2)1)0)21ÿ22ÿ4ÿÿI2+ÿ-ÿ*)8.@88)21ÿ22ÿ20'(+ÿ.'-33(1>(8ÿ.2@+08ÿ'-,(ÿ2-.(*ÿ)1ÿ-663/)1>ÿ0'(ÿ
1!ÿ)1ÿ-1ÿ10(+1(0ÿ,)*(2ÿ.210(U0ÿ8((ÿB.'221(+ÿB2110->ÿ\ÿ_u`ZKÿYÿÿZÿv`TÿqSkÿlMÿ`KKÿ
_ZÿsÿMÿwTÿKNZQxÿKQÿ\QÿsKÿwTLÿÿMÿKÿZTÿMÿPTÿsKÿ[oTZTÿyYLX
SZÿ9Dÿbz4ÿ4!4ÿ&4ÿ4ÿ14ÿ9Dÿ4 D54ÿ
ÿ 34ÿz(+8'2,ÿ,4ÿ{-11(00ÿB-0(33)0(ÿ1224ÿ(0=2+<ÿ1.4ÿ ÿI49*ÿ6 ÿ6Aÿ480ÿG)+4ÿ A54ÿ
ÿ 4ÿÿKÿPQRSTÿDÿI49*ÿ-0ÿ34ÿÿ&'(ÿ)10'ÿG)+.@)0ÿ'-8ÿ+(.(103/ÿ-*260(*ÿ0'(ÿ&')+*ÿG)+.@)0E8ÿ
'23*)1>ÿ=)0'2@0ÿ;2*)2).-0)21ÿ-1*ÿ0'(+(22+(ÿ0'(ÿ)10'ÿG)+.@)0ÿ=2@3*ÿ3)<(=)8(ÿ+(-.'ÿ0'(ÿ8-;(ÿ.21.3@?
8)21ÿ21ÿ0'(ÿ'/620'(0).-3ÿ2-.08ÿ6+(8(10(*4ÿÿ_ÿ).'(17(+>(+ÿ,4ÿBÿ1.4ÿDAÿI49*ÿ3D3ÿ37ÿ430'ÿG)+4ÿ
D54ÿÿ!..2+*)1>3/ÿ0')8ÿG2;;(10ÿ22.@8(8ÿ6+);-+)3/ÿ21ÿ0'(ÿ80-1*-+*8ÿ-1*ÿ+(-821)1>ÿ8(0ÿ22+0'ÿ)1ÿ0'(ÿ
26)1)218ÿ22ÿ0'(ÿI)+80ÿ-1*ÿ&')+*ÿG)+.@)08ÿ=)0'ÿ+(2(+(1.(ÿ02ÿ0'(ÿ)10'ÿG)+.@)0ÿ213/ÿ02ÿ0'(ÿ(U0(10ÿ0'-0ÿ)08ÿ
+-0)21-3(ÿ22+ÿ-*260)1>ÿ0'-0ÿ'23*)1>ÿ*)22(+8ÿ2+2;ÿ0'(ÿ&')+*ÿG)+.@)0E84ÿÿ_ÿsKZÿ120(8ÿA6ÿ ÿ99ÿ6 4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ_ÿ*)8.@88)21ÿsKZÿ120(8ÿA7tD4ÿ
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1!ÿ&'(ÿ&)*+,-ÿ.2)ÿ/0,ÿ&(21/22'ÿ2.ÿ&ÿ.&3/2)45&-,(ÿ/,-/ÿ.2)ÿ(,/,)62'2'*ÿ
70,/0,)ÿ2'.2)6&/22'ÿ32'-/2/+/,-ÿ4ÿÿ&)/ÿÿ(2-3+--,-ÿ/0,ÿ(,8,3216,'/ÿ2.ÿ
1)28&39ÿ3&7ÿ2'ÿ!6,)23&ÿ/)&32'*ÿ/0,ÿ)2-,ÿ2.ÿÿ&-ÿ&ÿ.+'(&6,'/&3ÿ32'3,1/ÿ2.ÿ
!6,)23&'ÿ1)28&399ÿ3&7ÿ&'(ÿ,:&62'2'*ÿ/0,ÿ30&33,'*,-ÿ7)2+*0/ÿ59ÿ/,30'232*24
3&3ÿ2''28&/22'4ÿÿ&)/ÿÿ),82,7-ÿ/0,ÿ3+)),'/ÿ-/&/,ÿ2.ÿ/0,ÿ3&7ÿ&-ÿ2/ÿ0&-ÿ(,8,364
21,(ÿ.)26ÿ/0,ÿ1!;-ÿ,'&3/6,'/ÿ/0)2+*0ÿ),3,'/ÿ32)3+2/ÿ32+)/ÿ(,32-22'-4ÿÿ
&)/ÿ1ÿ&'&39<,-ÿ/0,ÿ-/&'(&)(-7ÿ&''2+'3,(ÿ59ÿ/0,ÿ=2)-/ÿ&'(ÿ>02)(ÿ?2)3+2/-ÿ&'(ÿ
1)212-,-ÿ&ÿ.&3/2)45&-,(ÿ/,-/4ÿÿ&)/ÿ1ÿ(2-3+--,-ÿ/0,ÿ261&3/ÿ&'(ÿ-2*'2.23&'3,@ÿ
2.ÿ/0,ÿ-132/ÿ2'ÿ&+/02)2/9ÿ&'(ÿ&)*+,-ÿ.2)ÿ/0,ÿ&(21/22'ÿ2.ÿ/0,ÿ1)212-,(ÿ/,-/4ÿÿ
=2'&339ÿ&)/ÿ1ÿ32'33+(,-4Aÿ
4ÿB!?CDEF8ÿ=EG!>Eÿ1!?Hÿ!ÿ>Iÿ?I! DJÿE=ÿÿ
>0,),ÿ2-ÿ'2ÿ-2'*3,ÿ3261),0,'-28,ÿ(,.2'2/22'ÿ2.ÿKLMNOP4ÿ'ÿ/0,2)ÿ-,62'&3ÿ
&)/233,ÿQRÿSTRÿÿLMNOPÿU+-/23,-ÿ"&)),'ÿ&'(ÿB)&'(,2-ÿ(,.2',(ÿ/0,ÿ)2*0/ÿ
/2ÿ1)28&39ÿ&-ÿ/0,ÿV)2*0/ÿ2.ÿ/0,ÿ2'(282(+&3ÿ/2ÿ5,ÿ3,/ÿ&32',4WXÿÿB+/ÿ32+)/-ÿ-+5-,94
Y+,'/39ÿ,:1&'(,(ÿ/0,ÿ32'3,1/ÿ/2ÿ2'33+(,ÿ1)2/9,3/22'ÿ2.ÿ.2+)ÿ(2-/2'3/ÿ2'/,),-/- ÿ
2'33+(2'*ÿ&'ÿ2'/,),-/ÿ2'ÿ-,33+-22'ÿ2)ÿ-232/+(, ÿ&'ÿ2'/,),-/ÿ2'ÿ2'.2)6&/22'ÿ&52+/ÿ
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ÿ 4ÿZÿ[LNÿ&)/-ÿ\14ÿ
ÿ 94ÿZÿ[LNÿ&)/ÿ4ÿ
ÿ 64ÿZÿ[LNÿ&)/ÿ4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿZÿ[LNÿ&)/ÿ14ÿ
ÿ @4ÿZÿ[LNÿ&)/ÿ14ÿ
ÿ A4ÿZÿ[LNÿ&)/ÿ14ÿ
ÿ 4ÿZÿTLN]]PÿU+(2/0ÿ,?,7ÿLMNOPÿÿ>IÿJ>!=Eÿ?H? E!ÿE=ÿIEJEIHÿ^(4
7&)(ÿG4ÿ_&3/&ÿ,(4ÿJ1)2'*ÿ 7`ÿ0//18aa13&/24-/&'.2)(4,(+a&)3028,-a-1) 7a,'/)2,-a1)28&39aÿ^(2-3+--4
2'*ÿ/0,ÿ6&b2)ÿ/0,2)2,-ÿ&'(ÿ3)2/232-6-ÿ2.ÿ1)28&39`4ÿ
ÿ X4ÿJ&6+,3ÿ4ÿ"&)),'ÿcÿ2+2-ÿ4ÿB)&'(,2-ÿQRÿSTRÿÿLMNOPÿ6ÿI!14ÿ 4ÿ14ÿX9ÿ 7ÿ
^X`4ÿÿU+-/23,-ÿ"&)),'ÿ&'(ÿB)&'(,2-ÿ7,),ÿ32'3,)',(ÿ1)26&)239ÿ72/0ÿ1)2/,3/22'ÿ.)26ÿ,:12-+),ÿ2.ÿ
'2'1+5323ÿ1,)-2'&3ÿ2'.2)6&/22'ÿ59ÿV/0,ÿ/22ÿ,'/,)1)2-2'*ÿ1),--ÿ/0,ÿ102/2*)&10,)ÿ2)ÿ/0,ÿ12--,--2)ÿ2.ÿ
&'9ÿ2/0,)ÿ62(,)'ÿ(,823,ÿ.2)ÿ),32)(2'*ÿ2)ÿ),1)2(+32'*ÿ-3,',-ÿ2)ÿ-2+'(-4Wÿÿdeÿ&/ÿ @4ÿ
ÿ94ÿZÿ"2332&6ÿ4ÿ)2--,)ÿLMNOPÿ6ÿ?! 4ÿ4ÿ14ÿ99ÿ99\Xÿ^X@`ÿ^/)&32'*ÿ/0,ÿ(,8,3216,'/ÿ
2.ÿ/0,ÿ32662'ÿ3&7ÿ)2*0/ÿ2.ÿ1)28&39ÿ.)26ÿ1+5323&/22'ÿ2'ÿXÿ2.ÿQRÿSTRÿÿLMNOPÿ"&)),'ÿcÿ
B)&'(,2-ÿfgKLNÿ'2/,ÿXÿ/0)2+*0ÿ/0,ÿ62(4/7,'/2,/0ÿ3,'/+)9`4ÿ
ÿ94ÿZÿdeÿ&/ÿ9X4ÿÿ+/ÿ&'2/0,)ÿ7&9ÿ/0,ÿ2'/,),-/ÿ2'ÿ-,33+-22'ÿ2-ÿV&'ÿ2'/,),-/ÿ2'ÿ),-12/,ÿ.)26ÿ25-,)4
8&/22'ÿ&'(ÿb+(*6,'/4WÿÿU&',ÿH&h272/<ÿB&65&+,)ÿQRÿijÿLgfÿÿE>ÿ!Gÿ4ÿ14ÿ 7ÿ
9ÿ^ `4ÿÿ>02-ÿ2'/,),-/ÿ2-ÿ'2/ÿ6,),39ÿ&'ÿ2'/,),-/ÿ2'ÿ1)2/,3/2'*ÿ&*&2'-/ÿ109-23&3ÿ2'/)+-22'-ÿ2'/2ÿ2',;-ÿ
-232/+(,ÿ2)ÿ-,33+-22'ÿ^,4*4ÿ70,'ÿ/0,ÿ2'/)+(,)ÿ,'/,)-ÿ2'/2ÿ2',;-ÿ026,`ÿ5+/ÿ2/ÿ&3-2ÿ2'8238,-ÿ32'3,)'-ÿ
&52+/ÿ'2'109-23&3ÿ2'/)+-22'ÿ2'/2ÿ1)28&/,ÿ2'.2)6&/22'ÿ^,4*4ÿ70,'ÿ/0,ÿ2'/)+(,)ÿ+-,-ÿ&ÿ32-/,'2'*ÿ(,823,ÿ/2ÿ
32-/,'ÿ/2ÿ&ÿ1)28&/,ÿ/,3,102',ÿ32'8,)-&/22'`4ÿÿZÿ)2--,)ÿfgKLNÿ'2/,ÿ9 ÿ&/ÿ9XkÿfÿN]fÿB&65&+,)ÿ
fgKLNÿ&/ÿ A\ ÿ^&)*+2'*ÿ/0&/ÿ/0,ÿ2'/)+-22'ÿ/2)/ÿ-02+3(ÿ5,ÿ,:1&'(,(ÿ.+)/0,)ÿ/2ÿ1)282(,ÿ&ÿ),6,(9ÿ.2)ÿ
0&)6ÿ3&+-,(ÿ59ÿV/0,ÿlfLMNÿ2.ÿ01,)-2'&3ÿ(&/&Wÿ^,610&-2-ÿ2'ÿ2)2*2'&3̀`4ÿÿ?2+)/-ÿ0&8,ÿ0,3(ÿ/0&/ÿ
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2&'('3)9ÿ*&ÿ+&,'-9'6(,ÿ+&ÿ2&'.(ÿ-'/0,*,+2&99ÿ*&1ÿ*ÿ/-2/-+',*-2ÿ+&,'-'(,ÿ+&ÿ2&'.(ÿ
&*3'ÿ2-ÿ3+4'&'((4ÿÿ56'ÿ70/-'3'ÿ820-,ÿ6*(ÿ*3(2ÿ-'929:7&+;'1ÿ,6*,ÿ,6'ÿ-+:6,ÿ,2ÿ
/-+<*92ÿ/-2,'9,(ÿ1'9+(+2&=3*4+&:ÿ+&ÿ/'-(2&*3ÿ3*,,'-(4ÿÿ560(ÿ,6'ÿ92&9'/,ÿ2)ÿ
/-+<*92ÿ+(ÿ923/3'>ÿ*&1ÿ+&<23<'(ÿ('<'-*3ÿ1+(,+&9,ÿ+&,'--'3*,'1ÿ+&,'-'(,(49?ÿ
@&'ÿ+&,'-'(,ÿ,6*,ÿ+(ÿ9'&,-*3ÿ,2ÿ&'*-32ÿ*933Bÿ92&9'/,+2&(ÿ2)ÿ/-+<*92ÿ+(ÿ2&'.(ÿ
*A+3+,2ÿ,2ÿ92&,-23ÿ+&)2-3*,+2&ÿ*A20,ÿ2&'('3)4ÿÿ-+<*92ÿ(9623*-(ÿ6*<'ÿ+1'&,+)+'1ÿ
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=&0-)5HIÿJÿKLJÿ>232=-ÿJMNOKÿ'2,-ÿ9ÿ+,ÿ774ÿ
ÿ694ÿP+*6+4-)ÿJMNOKÿ'2,-ÿ9 ÿ+,ÿ Q IÿJRÿSTSÿU-+3,.ÿ'34)+'1-ÿ2),+6&3&,2ÿ+'0ÿ!1124',+6&3&,2ÿ
!1,ÿ2(ÿDDAÿ6ÿV4>4W4ÿFÿ9 0QAÿG HÿG;)2.&6&,&'9ÿ,.-ÿ&*;)2;-)ÿ43-ÿ2(ÿ+ÿ4'&X4-ÿ.-+3,.ÿ&0-',&(&-)HIÿ
>232=-ÿJMNOKÿ'2,-ÿ9ÿ+,ÿ77Q794ÿ
ÿ664ÿP+*6+4-)ÿJMNOKÿ'2,-ÿ9 ÿ+,ÿ Q94ÿ
ÿ674ÿYSÿ+,ÿ 94ÿÿ'ÿDB ÿ)2(-332)ÿZ&33-)ÿ263-)=-0ÿ,.+,ÿ/04',&3ÿ)-1-',32ÿ&'(2)*+,&2'+3ÿ;)&=+12ÿ.+3ÿ
6--'ÿ)-3+,&=-32ÿ-+32ÿ,2ÿ;)2,-1,45ÿÿ!8UVÿ4ÿZ ÿ8Uÿ!>>!V 8ÿ[ÿ1!W\8ÿW[ZV8>ÿ!8!ÿ
P!]>ÿ!ÿ[>>>ÿAÿGDBH4ÿÿ)2(-332)ÿZ&33-)ÿ&0-',&(&-0ÿ3&?ÿ(+1,2)3ÿ,.+,ÿ12',)&64,-0ÿ,2ÿ,.&3ÿ;.-<
'2*-'2'ÿ&'1340&'9ÿ+'ÿ+63-'1-ÿ2(ÿ3+)9-<31+3-ÿ0+,+ÿ1233-1,&2'ÿ0-1-',)+3&C-0ÿ3,2)+9-ÿ2(ÿ&'(2)*+,&2'ÿ
,.-ÿ34;-)(&1&+3ÿ'+,4)-ÿ2(ÿ,.-ÿ1233-1,-0ÿ0+,+ÿ+ÿ3+1Eÿ2(ÿ+11-33ÿ,2ÿ+=+&3+63-ÿ&'(2)*+,&2'ÿ0&((&143,2ÿ&'ÿ
,)+1E&'9ÿ;-2;3-ÿ&'ÿ+ÿ*26&3-ÿ321&-,2ÿ+'0ÿ+'ÿ&'+6&3&,2ÿ/,2ÿ&',-);)-,ÿ+'0ÿ&'(-)ÿ)-=-+3&'9ÿ&'(2)*+,&2'ÿ()2*ÿ
,.-ÿ+=+&3+63-ÿ0+,+45ÿÿYSÿ+,ÿAQB4ÿÿU2:-=-)ÿ+3ÿ,.-ÿ92=-)'*-',@3ÿ1233-1,&2'ÿ2(ÿ0+,+ÿ6-1+*-ÿ*2)-ÿ
;-)=+3&=-ÿ+'0ÿ;)26&'9ÿ+'0ÿ+3ÿ,.-ÿ1233-1,-0ÿ0+,+ÿ6-1+*-ÿ*2)-ÿ1-',)+3&C-0ÿ+'0ÿ-+3&-)ÿ,2ÿ+'+32C-ÿ,)+0&<
,&2'+3ÿ;)&=+12ÿ3+(-94+)03ÿ:-)-ÿ)-'0-)-0ÿ&'-((-1,&=-4ÿÿYSÿ+,ÿ7QB4ÿÿ!3ÿ+ÿ)-343,ÿ&'0&=&04+33ÿ6-1+*-ÿ
/3-33ÿ+63-ÿ,20+2ÿ,.+'ÿ-=-)ÿ6-(2)-ÿ,2ÿ12',)23ÿ,.-ÿX4+',&,+,&=-ÿ+'0ÿX4+3&,+,&=-ÿ(32:ÿ2(ÿ0+,+ÿ+624,ÿ,.-*<
3-3=-345ÿÿYSÿ+,ÿA4ÿÿ8.43ÿ&'(2)*+,&2'ÿ;)&=+12ÿ3+:ÿ1+'ÿ6-ÿ3--'ÿ+3ÿ+ÿ)-3;2'3-ÿ,2ÿ,-1.'2329&1+3ÿ&''2=+<
,&2'@3ÿ-'1)2+1.*-',ÿ2'ÿ&'0&=&04+3ÿ;)&=+124ÿÿ^ÿ_OKÿ'2,-3ÿ6AQ7Dÿ+'0ÿ+112*;+'2&'9ÿ,-?,4ÿ
ÿ6A4ÿ^ÿ>4ÿ4ÿ[4ÿ <7DDÿ+,ÿBÿG/8.-ÿ'-:ÿ,-1.'2329&-3ÿ'2,ÿ2'32ÿ(23,-)ÿ*2)-ÿ&',)43&=-ÿ0+,+ÿ
1233-1,&2'ÿ64,ÿ*+E-ÿ;233&63-ÿ&'1)-+3-0ÿ0-*+'03ÿ(2)ÿ;-)32'+3ÿ3-'3&,&=-ÿ&'(2)*+,&2'45ÿG3,+,-*-',ÿ2(ÿ
`+'32)&ÿa230*+'ÿ124'3-3ÿ!*-)&1+'ÿW&=&3ÿ&6-),&-3ÿV'&2'HHIÿ>4ÿ4ÿ[4ÿDD<76 ÿ+,ÿQ9ÿGDAHÿG)-1<
2**-'0&'9ÿ;+33+9-ÿ2(ÿ,.-ÿ3-1,)2'&1ÿW2**4'&1+,&2'3ÿ+'0ÿ)&=+12ÿ!1,ÿ2(ÿDAÿ&'ÿ2)0-)ÿ,2ÿ;)-=-',ÿ
-)23&2'ÿ2(ÿ;)&=+12ÿ)&9.,3ÿ04-ÿ,2ÿ)-1-',ÿ+0=+'1-3ÿ&'ÿ,-1.'23292HIÿ"+))-'ÿbÿP)+'0-&3ÿJMNOKÿ'2,-ÿDÿ+,ÿ
D7ÿG+)94&'9ÿ,.+,ÿ+ÿ)&9.,ÿ,2ÿ;)&=+12ÿ*43,ÿ6-ÿ)-129'&C-0ÿ&'ÿ2)0-)ÿ,2ÿ;)2,-1,ÿ+9+&'3,ÿ&'=+3&2'3ÿ&',2ÿ/,.-ÿ
3+1)-0ÿ;)-1&'1,3ÿ2(ÿ;)&=+,-ÿ+'0ÿ02*-3,&1ÿ3&(-5ÿ6)249.,ÿ+624,ÿ62ÿ'-:ÿ&'=-',&2'3ÿ+'0ÿ643&'-33ÿ;)+1,&1-3H4ÿÿ
ÿ6B4ÿ^ÿ8+)=-)ÿ=4ÿ>*&,.ÿ6 ÿV4>4ÿ ÿ ÿGDBHÿG2493+3ÿ̀4ÿ0&33-',&'9HÿG/8.-ÿ+6&3&,2ÿ2(ÿ,.-ÿ
a2=-)'*-',ÿ+'0ÿ;)&=+,-ÿ+9-'1&-3ÿ,2ÿ9+,.-)ÿ)-,+&'ÿ+'0ÿ1+,+3294-ÿ&'(2)*+,&2'ÿ2'ÿ+'22'-ÿ(2)ÿ,.-&)ÿ4'<
(-,,-)-0ÿ43-ÿ)+&3-3ÿ;)263-*3ÿ12'1-)'&'9ÿ,.-ÿ;)&=+12ÿ+'0ÿ0&9'&,2ÿ2(ÿ&'0&=&04+3345H4ÿ
ÿ64ÿ+43ÿ[.*ÿcOdÿOeJJÿ_ÿOfKghiÿjJNYTÿÿkÿ^MONOJTÿlKLMOÿ_ÿmhenKo
ÿ7BÿVW !ÿ4ÿ14ÿB ÿB99Q96ÿG HIÿJÿ>232=-ÿJMNOKÿ'2,-ÿ9ÿ+,ÿ7AQBÿG)-124',&'9ÿ-(<
(2),3ÿ,2ÿ1-',)+3&C-ÿ,.-ÿ(-0-)+3ÿ92=-)'*-',@3ÿ0+,+ÿ323,-*3ÿ&'ÿDA7ÿ+'0ÿDB6ÿ:.&1.ÿ(+&3-0ÿ04-ÿ,2ÿ&'<
1)-+3-0ÿ;463&1ÿ12'1-)'ÿ+624,ÿ&'(2)*+,&2'ÿ;)&=+12HIÿJÿKLJÿ`2.'ÿ4ÿp3+''-)2ÿeeOgKLÿ
_OeKÿcOdOJÿ6ÿW[ VZ4ÿUVZ4ÿ8>4ÿ4ÿ14ÿ 9ÿ 6ÿGDBHÿG)-*+)E&'9ÿ,.+,ÿ,.)249.ÿ/&'0&3<
1)&*&'+,-5ÿ0+,+ÿ,)+'3(-)3ÿ12*;4,-)3ÿ.+=-ÿ(+1&3&,+,-0ÿ*+'2ÿ&'(2)*+,&2'ÿ;)&=+12ÿ.+)*3ÿ/,.+,ÿ:2430ÿ
.+=-ÿ6--'ÿ&*;233&63-ÿ&(ÿ,.-ÿ&'(2)*+,&2'ÿ:+3ÿ*+'4+332ÿ.+'03-0ÿ+'0ÿ*+'4+332ÿ0&33-*&'+,-05H4ÿÿ!3,<
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'()ÿ)*+,'-).'ÿ2/ÿ0)+3'(ÿ123+'42.ÿ+.1ÿ")3/+,)ÿ50"6ÿ*,2*27)1ÿ+ÿ7)'ÿ2/ÿ
/+4,ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ*,+3'43)7ÿ5876ÿ+4-)1ÿ+'ÿ*,2')3'4.9ÿ+ÿ1+'+ÿ72:;)3'<7ÿ,49('ÿ'2ÿ
*+,'434*+')ÿ4.ÿ'()ÿ32.',23ÿ2/ÿ*),72.+3ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ'(+'ÿ(+1ÿ:)).ÿ3233)3')1ÿ+.1ÿ
7'2,)1ÿ4.ÿ+.ÿ4.7'4'2'42.<7ÿ1+'+ÿ7=7')-746>ÿÿ?()7)ÿ*,4.34*3)7ÿ,)329.4@)1ÿ'()ÿ14/A
/4323'=ÿ4.ÿ7',4B4.9ÿC+.ÿ+**,2*,4+')ÿ:+3+.3)ÿ:)'D)).ÿ'()ÿ4.'),)7'ÿ2/ÿ'()ÿ4.14E41A
2+3ÿ4.ÿ32.',2334.9ÿ4./27,-+'42.ÿ+:22'ÿ(4-7)3/ÿ+.1ÿ+33ÿ2'(),ÿ4.'),)7'7F4.7'4'2A
'42.+3ÿ+.1ÿ7234)'+34G ÿÿ.ÿ+'')-*'4.9ÿ'2ÿ7',4B)ÿ'(+'ÿ:+3+.3)ÿ0"ÿ
147'4.9247()1ÿ:)'D)).ÿ1+'+ÿ4.ÿC*),72.+33=ÿ41).'4/4+:3)ÿ/2,-Gÿ544)4ÿ6ÿ+.1ÿ
7'+'47'43+3ÿ1+'+ÿ'(+'ÿ32231ÿ.2'ÿ:)ÿ',+3)1ÿ:+3Bÿ'2ÿ+.7ÿ4.14E412+3ÿ+.1ÿ4'7ÿ,)32-A
-).1+'42.ÿ+//2,1)1ÿ*,2')3'42.ÿ2.3=ÿ'2ÿ'()ÿ/2,-),4ÿ
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(229(ÿ'()ÿ:)94..4.97ÿ2/ÿ22,ÿC./2,-+'42.AH+7)1ÿI234)'=Gÿ3+.ÿ:)ÿ',+3)1ÿ:+3Bÿ'2ÿ'()ÿ4.3,)+7)1ÿ3).',+3A
4@+'42.ÿ2/ÿ92E),.-).'ÿ,)723'4.9ÿ/,2-ÿ'()ÿ/)1),+3ÿ92E),.-).'<7ÿ4.E23E)-).'ÿ4.ÿ7234+3ÿD)3/+,)ÿ*,2A
9,+-7ÿ'()ÿ4.3,)+7)1ÿ+E+43+:434'=ÿ+.1ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ*,23)774.9ÿ3+*+:434'4)7ÿ2/ÿ32-*2'),7ÿ).+:3)1ÿ92EA
),.-).'ÿ4.7'4'2'42.7ÿ+.1ÿ*,4E+')ÿ).'),*,47)ÿ'2ÿ'2,.ÿ'()4,ÿ1)74,)ÿ/2,ÿ-2,)ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ4.'2ÿ+3'42.ÿ
'(),):=ÿ4.3,)+74.9ÿ'()ÿ'(,)+'ÿ'2ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ*,4E+3=4ÿÿJ ÿKLMNOÿ.2')ÿ67ÿ+'ÿ P94ÿ
ÿ6>4ÿQ4I4ÿ<?ÿR8ÿ0! ?0ÿQS4ÿTÿ" 8!ÿSRIÿSRJQ?Iÿ!ÿ?0ÿU0?IÿR8ÿ
S?VIÿ6P6ÿ5>W96ÿ0(),)4.+/'),ÿ0"ÿR?4ÿÿ?()ÿ87ÿ4.3321)1ÿ+ÿ*,2(4:4'42.ÿ2.ÿC7)3,)'Gÿ
,)32,1ÿ7=7')-7ÿ+ÿ*,2E4742.ÿ+//2,14.9ÿ+.ÿ4.14E412+3ÿD4'(ÿ'()ÿ,49('ÿ'2ÿB.2DÿD(+'ÿ*),72.+3ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ
(+1ÿ:)).ÿ3233)3')1ÿ+.1ÿ+ÿ,)X24,)-).'ÿ'(+'ÿ*),72.+3ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ:)ÿ27)1ÿ2.3=ÿ/2,ÿ'()ÿ*2,*27)ÿ/2,ÿD(43(ÿ
4'ÿ(+1ÿ:)).ÿ3233)3')1ÿ+32.9ÿD4'(ÿ7)E),+3ÿ2'(),ÿ*,4.34*3)74ÿÿYZÿ+'ÿ64ÿÿ?()7)ÿ*,4.34*3)7ÿ(+E)ÿ(+1ÿ+ÿ32.9A
3+7'4.9ÿ932:+3ÿ4-*+3'ÿ2.ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ*,4E+3=ÿ3+Dÿ+.1ÿ+3'(229(ÿ'()ÿ87ÿ(+E)ÿ)E23E)1ÿ2E),ÿ'4-)ÿ'()ÿ
2,494.+3ÿ*,4.34*3)7ÿ(+E)ÿ:)).ÿ72:7'+.'4+33=ÿ,)'+4.)14ÿÿ[ÿ2:),'ÿU)33-+.ÿ\ONÿ]N^OÿNO__K`ÿ
aÿbOK_ÿcKNdÿeP>ÿ5!*,4ÿ ÿ W6ÿ(''*8ff:2:9)33-+.432-f,9A1237f,9A87(47'2,=4*1/ÿ0(''*78ff*),-+ÿ
433fe!Q9A60g64ÿÿQ.1),3=4.9ÿ1)E)32*-).'ÿ2/ÿ'()7)ÿ*,4.34*3)7ÿ47ÿ+ÿC32.3)*'ÿ2/ÿ-2'2+34'=GÿD(43(ÿ,)3A
29.4@)7ÿ'(+'ÿ+ÿ1+'+ÿ72:;)3'<7ÿ,49('ÿ'2ÿ32.',23ÿÿ47ÿ+ÿ.2.)h33274E)ÿ,49('ÿ7(+,)1ÿD4'(ÿ'()ÿ4.7'4'2'42.ÿ'(+'ÿ
*277)77)7ÿ'()ÿ4./2,-+'42.4ÿÿ0"ÿR?ÿKLMNOÿ+'ÿ6P64ÿÿ!7ÿ7)'ÿ/2,'(ÿ:=ÿ0" ÿ'(47ÿ32.3)*'ÿ2/ÿ
-2'2+34'=ÿ*,2E41)7ÿ'(+'ÿ
0+.ÿ4.14E412+3<7ÿ*),72.+3ÿ*,4E+3=ÿ47ÿ14,)3'3=ÿ+//)3')1ÿ:=ÿ'()ÿB4.1ÿ2/ÿ14733272,)ÿ+.1ÿ27)ÿ
-+1)ÿ2/ÿ41).'4/4+:3)ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ+:22'ÿ(4-ÿ4.ÿ+ÿ,)32,14ÿÿ!ÿ,)32,1ÿ32.'+4.4.9ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ
+:22'ÿ+.ÿ4.14E412+3ÿ4.ÿ41).'4/4+:3)ÿ/2,-ÿ-27'ÿ'(),)/2,)ÿ:)ÿ92E),.)1ÿ:=ÿ*,23)12,)7ÿ'(+'ÿ
+//2,1ÿ'()ÿ4.14E412+3ÿ+ÿ,49('ÿ'2ÿ*+,'434*+')ÿ4.ÿ1)3414.9ÿD(+'ÿ'()ÿ32.').'ÿ2/ÿ'()ÿ,)32,1ÿD433ÿ
:)ÿ+.1ÿD(+'ÿ14733272,)ÿ+.1ÿ27)ÿD433ÿ:)ÿ-+1)ÿ2/ÿ'()ÿ41).'4/4+:3)ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ4.ÿ4'4ÿÿ!.=ÿ
,)32,14.9ÿ14733272,)ÿ+.1ÿ27)ÿ2/ÿ41).'4/4+:3)ÿ*),72.+3ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ.2'ÿ92E),.)1ÿ:=ÿ723(ÿ
*,23)12,)7ÿ-27'ÿ:)ÿ*,273,4:)1ÿ+7ÿ+.ÿ2./+4,ÿ4./2,-+'42.ÿ*,+3'43)ÿ2.3)77ÿ723(ÿ,)32,14.9ÿ
14733272,)ÿ2,ÿ27)ÿ47ÿ7*)34/43+33=ÿ+2'(2,4@)1ÿ:=ÿ3+D4ÿ
YZÿ
ÿ74ÿ0"ÿR?ÿKLMNOÿ.2')ÿ6>ÿ+'ÿ74ÿ
ÿ74ÿ[ÿYZÿ+'ÿ 9ÿ5C?()ÿ*,2')3'42.ÿ7(2231ÿ:)ÿ34-4')1ÿ'2ÿ1+'+ÿY]OijÿklmÿNÿNO_Oijÿmÿ
KM_]_ÿYnYLOjK4ÿÿ"().ÿ1+'+ÿ+,)ÿ,)3)+7)1ÿ4.ÿ7'+'47'43+3ÿ/2,-ÿ,)+72.+:3)ÿ*,)3+2'42.7ÿ'2ÿ*,2')3'ÿ
+9+4.7'ÿo7'+'47'43+3ÿ14733272,)<ÿ7(2231ÿ:)ÿ32.741),)1ÿ'2ÿ/23/433ÿ'()ÿ2:349+'42.ÿ.2'ÿ'2ÿ1473327)ÿ1+'+ÿ'(+'ÿ
3+.ÿ:)ÿ',+3)1ÿ'2ÿ7*)34/43ÿ4.14E412+374G64ÿ
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'()ÿ*+,-./ÿ!.0ÿ21ÿ2367ÿ4*+,-./ÿ!.05ÿ)6776*-.)8ÿ0()9)ÿ:979ÿ-;8ÿ02<
=)0()*ÿ>+0(ÿ0()ÿ:-+*ÿ?*)8+0ÿ)@2*0+;=ÿ!.
0ÿ21ÿ23 ÿ4:?!5ÿ-;8ÿ:-6+3/ÿ8A<
7
7
.-0+2;-3ÿ+=(09ÿ-;8ÿ*+,-./ÿ!.0ÿ21ÿ236 ÿ4:!5ÿ9+=;-3)8ÿ-ÿ9(+10ÿ+;ÿ@*+,-./ÿ
3->ÿ1*26ÿ-ÿ02*07<B7-9)8ÿ-@@*2-.(ÿ12.A9)8ÿ2;ÿ(-*6ÿ02ÿ-ÿ@*),);0+,)ÿ-@@*2-.(ÿ12<
.A9)8ÿ2;ÿ8-0-4ÿÿC+;.)ÿ0();ÿ?2;=*)99ÿ);-.0)8ÿ-ÿD32;=ÿ3+;)Eÿ21ÿ@*+,-./ÿ@*2<
0).0+2;ÿ90-0A0)9ÿ-;8ÿD0+;ÿ)-.(ÿ+7;390-;.)ÿ?2;=*)99ÿ(-9ÿ)F@-;8)8ÿ-;8ÿ=+,);ÿ
6)-;+;=ÿ02ÿ0()ÿ*+=(0ÿ21ÿ@*+,-.7/4E ÿÿ'()ÿ1!ÿ+;.2*@2*-0)9ÿ@*+;.+@3)9ÿ)90-7<
3+9()8ÿ+;ÿ0()9)ÿ)-*3+)*ÿ90-0A0)94ÿÿC@).+1+.-33/ÿ+0ÿ@3-.)9ÿ3+6+0-0+2;9ÿ2;ÿ(2>ÿ+;<
12*6-0+2;ÿ-72A0ÿ(2>ÿ-ÿ@)*92;G9ÿ,+8)2ÿ0*-;9-.0+2;ÿ8-0-ÿ.-;ÿ7)ÿA9)8ÿ-;8ÿ8+9<
.329)8ÿ-;8ÿ@*2,+8)9ÿ-ÿ>-/ÿ12*ÿ.2;9A6)*9ÿ02ÿ@-*0+.+@-0)ÿ+;ÿ8).+97+22;9ÿ
.2;.)*;+;=ÿ0()ÿA9)ÿ21ÿ0()+*ÿÿ,+-ÿ2@0<+;ÿ-;8ÿ2@0<2A0ÿ.2;9);0ÿ@*2,+9+2;94ÿÿ
H2>),)*ÿ-9ÿ0).(;232=/Bÿ(-9ÿ),23,)8ÿ0()ÿIA)90+2;ÿ21ÿ>(-0ÿ.2;90+0A0)9ÿÿ
(-9ÿ7).26)
ÿ62*)ÿ.26@3)F4ÿÿ*+2*ÿ.2;.)@0+2;9ÿ21ÿÿ(-,)ÿ@*2,);ÿ02ÿ7)ÿ+;<
-8)IA-0)4Bÿÿ!9ÿ-ÿ*)9A30ÿ+0ÿ(-9ÿ7).26)ÿ+;.*)-9+;=3/ÿ8+11+.A30ÿ02ÿ8)0)*6+;)ÿ
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ÿ74ÿ7ÿJ4C4?4ÿKÿ77-ÿ4 54ÿ
ÿ794ÿLÿM)336-;ÿNOPQRÿ;20)ÿ62ÿ-0ÿ SÿNÿRTNÿC4ÿ4ÿU4ÿ29< 9ÿ-0ÿBÿ42365ÿ4;20+;=ÿ0(-0ÿ0()ÿ
*)@2*0ÿ21ÿ0()ÿ)@-*06);0ÿ21ÿH)-30(ÿ8A.-0+2;ÿVÿ")31-*)ÿ*)@2*0ÿ>-9ÿD0@-*0+.A3-*3/ÿ9A@@2*0+,)ÿ21ÿ0()ÿ
@*+;.+@3)9ÿ-;8ÿ@A*@29)9Eÿ21ÿ0()ÿ*+,-./ÿ!.054ÿ
ÿ764ÿ 7ÿJ4C4?4ÿKÿB7ÿ4 54ÿ
ÿ774ÿ ÿJ4C4?4ÿKÿ 9=ÿ4 54ÿ
ÿ7B4ÿU(6ÿNOPQRÿ;20)ÿ6ÿ-0ÿ3964ÿÿ:2*ÿ1A*0()*ÿ8+9.A99+2;ÿ21ÿ0()ÿ8),)32@6);0ÿ21ÿÿ9))ÿ-A3ÿW4ÿ
C.(>-*0XÿVÿ-;+)3ÿY4ÿC232,)ÿZ[ÿÿQ\T]^ÿQ_R`aÿRbÿRÿcdÿ`PÿeÿQNRTTaÿbeR\Tÿ
eQ]RÿBÿ4f4J4ÿ4ÿ14ÿ6ÿ2gÿ4 54ÿ
ÿ734ÿC4ÿ4ÿU4ÿ <722ÿ-0ÿÿ4254ÿ
ÿ74ÿLÿbhÿ
ÿ724ÿLÿÿJ4C4?4ÿKÿ3 47545ÿ4 ÿVÿCA@@4ÿÿ 954ÿ
ÿB4ÿLÿC.(>-*0XÿVÿC232,)ÿNOPQRÿ;20)ÿ7Bÿ-0ÿ6ÿ4;20+;=ÿ0(-0ÿ+;;2,-0+,)ÿ0).(;+IA)9ÿ)6@32/)8ÿ
7/ÿ.26@A0)*ÿ9.+);0+909ÿ.-;ÿ7)ÿA9)8ÿ02ÿ6-i)ÿ+;1)*);.)9ÿ21ÿ+8);0+0/ÿ1*26ÿ;2;<ÿ0()*)7/ÿ0*-;912*6+;=ÿ
+0ÿ02ÿ54ÿ
ÿB4ÿLÿbhÿ-0ÿ6 ÿ76g77ÿ4;20+;=ÿ0(-0ÿ0()ÿ+;.*)-9)ÿ+;ÿ-,-+3-7+3+0/ÿ21ÿ@)*92;-3ÿ8-0-ÿ2;3+;)ÿ);-73)9ÿ
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_;Gÿÿ\_^F;ÿG\\ÿÿo6ÿb^')2+'3ÿe4ÿ!6+33+2ÿpÿ'1223+/ÿe4ÿn2AA.0ÿ.,/4ÿ cÿb,'/15//'(*ÿ
62.ÿ+8'3'6<ÿ62ÿ5('95.3<ÿ',.(6'4<ÿ5/.0/ÿ8<ÿ1278'('(*ÿ".8ÿ802B/.0ÿ12+0+16.0'/6'1/c4ÿ
ÿ:94ÿJÿGB..(.<ÿT[LPQÿ(26.ÿ: ÿ+6ÿ4ÿ
ÿ:64ÿWqÿ
ÿ:74ÿWqÿ
ÿ:I4ÿJÿ1).0/3.<ÿT[LPQÿ(26.ÿ: ÿ+6ÿo6fÿ0')ÿ+0)'(ÿlPhTPÿrOPLPTsÿtÿlOÿPuQSXÿvRPQÿ
\ÿ"_ ÿb^+04ÿIÿ ÿI8 ÿ^cÿ266A8ddBBB4A1B203,4127d+06'13.d:I6d802B/.0w4'(*.0A0'(6/ÿ
42673ÿ0266A/8ddA.07+411dC`\-xG\fÿTÿQMTÿ'1)ÿ')'420+)'/ÿpÿ]y(./ÿ!1+0ÿlPhTPÿrOPLPz
OÿQWÿRÿUMzvPQS{OÿtPKTÿ|QSÿÿG\;F^ÿbe534ÿ7ÿ 6ÿ78 ÿ]^;cÿ266A8dd/A.160574ÿ
'...420*d127A56'(*d/246B+0.d802B/.0-4'(*.0A0'(6'(*-+(,-62.-2(3'(.60+1)'(*-+07/-0+1.ÿ0266A/8ddA.07+ÿ
411d676-x}ÿb(26'(*ÿ62+6ÿ/'(1.ÿ1).0/3.<H/ÿ/65,<ÿT[LPQÿ(26.ÿ: ÿ/'*('4'1+(6ÿ+,3+(1.7.(6/ÿ'(ÿ
802B/.0ÿ4'(*.0A0'(6'(*ÿ2+3.ÿ8..(ÿ7+,.c4ÿ
ÿ:D4ÿ1).0/3.<ÿT[LPQÿ(26.ÿ: ÿ+6ÿÿo:4ÿ
ÿ:4ÿJÿ')'420+)'/ÿpÿ!1+0ÿT[LPQÿ(26.ÿ:Iÿb(26'(*ÿ62+6ÿ+36225*2ÿ6223/ÿA50A206'(*ÿ62ÿ,'/*5'/.ÿ+ÿ
802B/.0H/ÿ4'(*.0A0'(6/ÿ+0.ÿ+3+'3+83.ÿ/512ÿ6223/ÿA023',.ÿ(2ÿ0.+3ÿ+8'3'6<ÿ62ÿA026.16ÿ+*+'(/6ÿ.3.(ÿ+ÿ~7'3,3<ÿ
+1127A3'/2.,ÿ4'(*.0A0'(6.0ÿ8.1+5/.ÿ24ÿ62.ÿ(57.025/ÿ','2/<(10+/'./ÿ62+6ÿ'(2.0.ÿ'(ÿB.8ÿ802B/.0/c4ÿ
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'()ÿ*+ÿ3,)-+.ÿ*('-ÿ/2ÿ/0+ÿ'211+'/ÿ23+1444ÿÿ5023ÿ2*,62,/223ÿ2)3,)+ÿ(.7+1/,3,)8ÿ
)+/921-3ÿ(1+ÿ(*3+ÿ/2ÿ23+ÿ*1293+1ÿ:,)8+1;1,)/3ÿ,)ÿ/0+ÿ3(<+ÿ<())+1ÿ/0+=ÿ23+ÿ
'22-,+3>/2ÿ/1('-ÿ23+1ÿ*+0(7,21ÿ27+1ÿ()=ÿ3,/+3ÿ,)ÿ90,'0ÿ/0+,1ÿ'2)/+)/ÿ,3ÿ+<?
*+..+.4 ÿÿ:ÿ/0+ÿ23+1ÿ0(3ÿ1+8,3/+1+.ÿ(/ÿ2)+ÿ2:ÿ/023+ÿ9+*3,/+3ÿ/0+)ÿ/0+ÿ*1293+1ÿ
:,)8+1;1,)/ÿ'()ÿ*+ÿ23+.ÿ/2ÿ(332',(/+ÿ/0+ÿ23+1@3ÿ,.+)/,:=,)8ÿ,):21<(/,2)ÿ9,/0ÿ
'233+'/+.ÿ*+0(7,21(3ÿ/1('-,)8ÿ.(/(4 ÿ
4ÿA1+(/,)8ÿÿ:12<ÿ2)?ÿ
):21<(/,2)ÿ/0(/ÿ0(3ÿ)2/ÿ/1(.,/,2)(33=ÿ*++)ÿ'2)3,.+1+.ÿÿ<(=ÿ*+ÿ'2<?
*,)+.ÿ/2ÿ'1+(/+ÿÿ21ÿ/2ÿ,):+1ÿ(ÿ.(/(ÿ32*B+'/@3ÿ,.+)/,/=4 ÿÿC21ÿ+D(<;3+ÿ90+)ÿ
!<+1,'(ÿE)3,)+ÿF!E Gÿ,)(.7+1/+)/3=ÿ1+3+(3+.ÿ/01++ÿ<2)/03ÿ2:ÿ23+1ÿ3+(1'0ÿ
62+1=ÿ.(/(ÿ,)ÿ Hÿ/0+ÿ,.+)/,/,+3ÿ2:ÿ32<+ÿ!E ÿ<+<*+13ÿ902ÿ0(.ÿ;+1:21<+.ÿ
/0+ÿ3+(1'0+3ÿ'223.ÿ*+ÿ,):+11+.ÿ+7+)ÿ/02280ÿ/0+ÿ<+<*+1ÿ)(<+3ÿ().ÿ!E ÿ('?9
'22)/ÿ,):21<(/,2)ÿ0(.ÿ*++)ÿ1+<27+.ÿ/2ÿ;12/+'/ÿ/0+ÿ3+(1'60+13@ÿ,.+)/,/,+34 ÿÿ
50+ÿ3+(1'0ÿ62+1,+3ÿ/0+<3+37+3ÿ029+7+1ÿ9+1+ÿ3+:/ÿ,)/('/4 ÿÿ50+ÿ1+3+(3+.ÿ.(/(7ÿ
,)'32.+.ÿ ÿ<,33,2)ÿ3+(1'0ÿ62+1,+3ÿ*=ÿ<21+ÿ/0()ÿH7 ÿ!E ÿ<+<*+134 ÿÿ
50+ÿ+9ÿI21-ÿ5,<+3ÿ;,+'+.ÿ/28+/0+1ÿ/0+ÿ3+(1'0ÿ62+1,+3ÿ2:ÿ2)+ÿ2:ÿ/0+ÿ.(/(ÿ
32*B+'/3ÿ().ÿ23/H,<(/+3=ÿ.+/+1<,)+.ÿ0+1ÿ,.+)/,/=ÿ().ÿ32<+ÿ,)/,<(/+ÿ.+/(,33ÿ2:ÿ
(*22/ÿ0+1ÿ3,:+4 ÿ

ÿ

ÿ444ÿJÿ'-+133+=ÿKLMNOÿ)2/+ÿ4 ÿ(/ÿ ÿF)2/,)8ÿ/0(/ÿ(ÿ3,<;3+ÿ(3821,/0<ÿ'211+'/3=ÿ3,)-+.ÿ(ÿ'0()8+.ÿ
:,)8+1;1,)/ÿ/2ÿ/0+ÿ21,8,)(3ÿ:,)8+1;1,)/ÿ,)ÿ3,D/=?:,7+ÿ;+1'+)/ÿ2:ÿ/0+ÿ'(3+3G4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿJÿ,-,:21(-,3ÿPÿ!'(1ÿKLMNOÿ)2/+ÿ4HQÿKÿORKÿ.,3'233,2)ÿSNOÿT+'/,2)ÿ4U494ÿ
ÿ 4ÿJÿSNOÿ/+D/ÿ(''2<;()=,)8ÿ)2/+3ÿ 9V 4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿJÿSNOÿ)2/+3ÿ 9V ÿ().ÿ(''2<;()=,)8ÿ/+D/QÿKÿORKÿ!17,).ÿ(1(=()()ÿPÿ1,/(3=ÿ
T0<(/,-27ÿWXLKÿYZO[\]OÿSÿ^ON_ÿJMONKÿYOOKKÿ,)ÿEA4ÿÿTI`4ÿEÿTAa5Iÿ
Pÿ1!AIÿ ÿ ÿ V9ÿF G4ÿÿ+3+(1'0+13ÿ'2).2'/+.ÿ()ÿ()(3=3,3ÿ2:ÿ/0+ÿ<27,+ÿ1(/,)83ÿ;12?
7,.+.ÿ*=ÿ(;;12D,<(/+3=ÿ7 ÿ+/:3,Dÿ'23/2<+13ÿ'2)/(,)+.ÿ,)ÿ(ÿ.(/(3+/ÿ/0(/ÿ+/:3,Dÿ1+3+(3+.ÿ/2ÿ/0+ÿ
;2*3,'4ÿbcÿ(/ÿ 4ÿÿ!3/02280ÿ+/:3,Dÿ0(.ÿ1+<27+.ÿ,/3ÿ'23/2<+13@ÿÿ1+3+(1'0+13ÿ9+1+ÿ(*3+ÿ/2ÿ'211+3(/+ÿ
<27,+ÿ1(/,)83ÿ,)ÿ/0+ÿ+/:3,Dÿ.(/(3+/ÿ9,/0ÿ/0+ÿ<27,+ÿ1(/,)83ÿ2)ÿ;2*3,'3=ÿ(7(,3(*3+ÿ9+*3,/+3ÿ,)'32.,)8ÿ
/0+ÿ)/+1)+/ÿ̀27,+ÿ(/(*(3+4ÿÿbcÿ(/ÿ V94ÿÿ5023ÿ/0+ÿ,.+)/,/=ÿ2:ÿ/92ÿ'23/2<+13ÿ9(3ÿ,):+11+.ÿ+)/,1+3=ÿ
:12<ÿ)2)?4ÿÿbcÿÿ̀21+27+1ÿ/0,3ÿ.(/(ÿ+)(*3+.ÿ1+3+(1'0+13ÿ/2ÿ.1(9ÿ,):+1+)'+3ÿ(*22/ÿ/0+ÿ3,-+3=ÿ1+3,8,223ÿ
().ÿ;23,/,'(3ÿ*+3,+:3ÿ2:ÿ2)+ÿ2:ÿ/0+ÿ'23/2<+134ÿÿbcÿ(/ÿ 94ÿ
ÿ 94ÿJÿ`,'0(+3ÿU(1*(12ÿPÿ52<ÿd+33+1ÿe14ÿfÿgOhÿKÿiMKbÿSNÿfj^ÿJONhkNÿlcÿmmnoompÿ
4I4ÿ5`TÿF!284ÿ4ÿ HGÿ0//;8qq9994)=/,<+34'2<q Hqq4q/+'0)2328=q4(2340/<3ÿ00//;38qq;+1<ÿ
(4''q7HA"?aIT4ÿ
ÿ 64ÿbcÿ
ÿ 74ÿ+'3()ÿ̀'A233(80ÿfj^rKÿYKLNX_ÿsR\MKÿÿtKNKrÿ^uKÿA5ÿF!284ÿ4ÿ Hÿ687ÿ
!`Gÿ0//;38qq9994')+/4'2<q)+93q(233?.,3/21*,)8?83,<;3+?,)/2?23+13?3,7+3qÿ00//;38qq;+1<(4''qeA?
A5`4ÿ
ÿ H4ÿU(1*(12ÿPÿd+33+1ÿe14ÿKLMNOÿ)2/+ÿ 9QÿKÿORKÿ̀'A233(80ÿKLMNOÿ)2/+ÿ 7ÿF'2<;,3,)8ÿ;12:,3+3ÿ
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0'()*+,ÿ-.ÿ/()*+,ÿ+30+1ÿ-.ÿ+30+1ÿ2,(ÿ03(4202.ÿ25ÿ!6 ÿ7/(*ÿ24ÿ
668869ÿ-(+):(ÿ()/0(*ÿ22ÿ30/+(*44ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ2ÿ303ÿ422ÿ2)1(ÿ:7+,ÿ04;(/20<
=)204=ÿ22ÿ52332>ÿ2,)2ÿ3)2)ÿ2*)03ÿ22ÿ?,(3:)ÿ!*4233ÿ)ÿ@<.()*<233ÿ
>032>ÿ>,2ÿ30;(/ÿ04ÿ03-7*4ÿA)4ÿ5*(B7(423.ÿ*8(/()*+,(/ÿ,(*ÿ5*0(43/Cÿ
:(30+)3ÿ)03:(42/0ÿ)43ÿ32;(/ÿ,(*ÿ2,*((ÿ32=/4 ÿ
!/ÿ2,(ÿ!6 ÿ/()*+,ÿ3)2)ÿ3(:24/2*)2(ÿ)ÿ/04=3(ÿ"(-ÿ/()*+,ÿB7(*.ÿ;0(>(3ÿ
04ÿ0/23)2024ÿ:).ÿ422ÿ+24/20272(ÿÿ-72ÿ>,(4ÿB7(*0(/ÿD(*52*:(3ÿ2;(*ÿ2,(ÿ
+27*/(ÿ25ÿ>((1/ÿ2*ÿ:242,/ÿ)*(ÿ+24/03(*(3ÿ04ÿ2,(ÿ)==*(=)2(ÿ)ÿ3(2)03(3ÿD*2503(ÿ
25ÿ2,(ÿ3)2)ÿ/7-E(+2ÿ(:(*=(/4ÿÿ?,(ÿ0//7(ÿD*(/(42(3ÿ-.ÿ2,(ÿ)==*(=)2024ÿ25ÿ424<
ÿ2;(*ÿ20:(ÿ0/ÿ)104ÿ22ÿ2,(ÿF:2/)0+Gÿ2,(2*.ÿ)-2729ÿ>,0+,ÿ2,(ÿ+24+7**04=ÿE7/<
20+(/ÿ04ÿHIÿJKLÿMNÿOLÿ(PD*(//(3ÿ/7DD2*24 ÿÿ?,(*(ÿQ7/20+(ÿ'222:).2*ÿ
/7==(/2(3ÿ2,)2ÿ)ÿD(*/24C/ÿD7-30+ÿ:2;(:(42/ÿF*(+2*3(3ÿ)43ÿ)==*(=)2(3ÿ04ÿ)ÿ
:)44(*ÿ2,)2ÿ(4)-3(/ÿ2,(ÿA2;(*4:(42ÿ22ÿ)/+(*2)04ÿ:2*(ÿ2*ÿ3(//ÿ)2ÿ>033ÿ2,(0*ÿ
D23020+)3ÿ)43ÿ*(30=027/ÿ-(30(5/ÿ/(P7)3ÿ,)-02/ÿ)43ÿ/2ÿ24Gÿ>2733ÿ;023)2(ÿ)ÿ*()<
/24)-3(ÿ(PD(+2)2024ÿ25ÿD*0;)+.4 ÿÿ?,7/ÿÿ:).ÿ-(ÿ+*()2(3ÿ5*2:ÿ424<ÿ3)2)ÿ
/27*+(/ÿ)43ÿ)ÿ;023)2024ÿ25ÿD*0;)+.ÿ:).ÿ*(/732ÿ>,(4ÿ/7+,ÿ3)2)ÿ)*(ÿ30/+32/(34 ÿ
94ÿ 04104=ÿ24<ÿR/04=ÿ)ÿS2::24ÿ3(42050(*ÿ
3(42050(*/ÿ2,)2ÿ)*(ÿ+2::24ÿ22ÿ2>2ÿ/(2/ÿ25ÿ3)2)ÿ+)4ÿ-(ÿ7/(3ÿ22ÿ3041ÿ2,(ÿ
424<ÿ+242)04(3ÿ04ÿ24(ÿ3)2)/(2ÿ22ÿ2,(ÿÿ+242)04(3ÿ04ÿ)ÿ/(+243ÿ3)2)/(2ÿ
2,(*(-.ÿ*(;()304=ÿ2,(ÿ03(4202.ÿ25ÿ2,(ÿ3)2)ÿ/7-E(+2ÿ04ÿ)ÿ3)2)/(2ÿ+242)0404=ÿ243.ÿ
424<4 ÿÿ"(-/02(/ÿ+2::243.ÿ(:D392.ÿ42(*4(2ÿ+2210(/ÿ22ÿ*(:(:-(*ÿ3(2)03/ÿ
)-272ÿ2,(ÿ+7**(42ÿ-*2>/04=ÿ/(//0244 ÿÿ?,(/(ÿ+2210(/ÿ+242)04ÿ03(42050(*/ÿ2,)2ÿ
,);(ÿ-((4ÿ=(4(*)2(3ÿ-.ÿ2,(6ÿ>(-/02(ÿ52*ÿ2,(ÿD7*D2/(ÿ25ÿ)//2+0)204=ÿ:7320D3(ÿ
*(B7(/2/ÿ22ÿ2,(ÿ/):(ÿ7/(*4 ÿ
T(+)7/(ÿ2,0*3<D)*2.ÿ)3;(*20/04=ÿ4(2>2*1/ÿ/2+0)3ÿ:(30)ÿ>(-/02(/ÿ)43ÿ
>(-/02(ÿ)4)3.20+/ÿ/(*;0+(/ÿ/(*;(ÿ+242(42ÿ22ÿ)ÿ,2/2ÿ25ÿ50*/2<D)*2.ÿ>(-/02(/ÿ2,0*3<
D)*2.ÿ+2210(/ÿ+)4ÿ-(ÿ7/(3ÿ-.ÿ/7+,ÿ/(*;0+(/ÿ22ÿ2*)+1ÿ7/(*ÿ-(,);02*ÿ04+37304=ÿ

ÿ

25ÿ/(;(*)3ÿ22,(*ÿ7/(*/ÿ-)/(3ÿ24ÿ2,(0*ÿ/()*+,ÿB7(*0(/ÿ+242)04(3ÿ04ÿ2,(ÿ!6 ÿ/()*+,ÿ3)2)U4ÿ
ÿ 84ÿT)*-)*2ÿVÿW(33(*ÿQ*4ÿLXYZKÿ422(ÿ 94ÿ
ÿ 4ÿJÿ[+S733)=,ÿLXYZKÿ422(ÿ 74ÿ
ÿ 94ÿJÿR402(3ÿ'2)2(/ÿ;4ÿQ24(/ÿ7@7ÿR4'4ÿ6 ÿ69\ÿ] Uÿ]'222:).2*ÿQ4ÿ+24+7**04=U4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿINÿ)2ÿ6@4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿJÿ30/+7//024ÿLXYZKÿ2(P2ÿ)++2:D)4.04=ÿ422(/ÿ 9\ 4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿJÿ' ^<AR !?6_ÿS 'ÿLXYZKÿ422(ÿÿ)2ÿ \94ÿ
ÿ 94ÿ'0D02*ÿLXYZKÿ422(ÿ7ÿ)2ÿ\94ÿ
ÿ 64ÿINÿ
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'()*ÿ+,*-.ÿ/3,/0.ÿ(12ÿ234*5ÿ(/3,21.ÿ(/52..ÿ6733,'3*ÿ-*8.,3*.47ÿÿ97/4ÿ35(/0:
,1)ÿ/(1ÿ8*ÿ'*5;256*2ÿ*+*1ÿ,;ÿ34*ÿ7.*5ÿ22*.ÿ123ÿ,13*5(/3ÿ-,34ÿ34*ÿ*3*6*13.ÿ
.*5+*2ÿ8<ÿ34*ÿ(2+*53,.,1)ÿ1*3-250ÿ.2/,(3ÿ6*2,(ÿ-*8.,3*.ÿ25ÿ-*8.,3*ÿ(1(3<3,/.ÿ
.*5+,/*.4=ÿÿ>25ÿ*?(6'3*ÿ(ÿ>(/*8220ÿ@3,0*Aÿ873321ÿ21ÿ1*-.ÿ.325,*.ÿ(12ÿ234*5ÿ
/213*13ÿ21ÿ234*5ÿ-*8.,3*.ÿ*1(83*2ÿ>(/*8220ÿ(.ÿ(ÿ34,52ÿ'(53<ÿ32ÿ)(34*5ÿ,1;25:
6(3,21ÿ(8273ÿ34*ÿ852-.,1)ÿ4(8,3.ÿ2;ÿ>(/*8B220ÿ7.*5.ÿ*+*1ÿ-4*1ÿ34*<ÿ-*5*ÿ123ÿ
(/37(33<ÿ32))*2ÿ,1ÿ(12ÿ7.,1)ÿ>(/*82204 ÿÿ>(/*8220ÿ3,10*2ÿ34,.ÿ8*4(+,25(3ÿ
,1;256(3,21C123ÿ35(2,3,21(33<ÿ/21.,2*5*2ÿ32ÿ8*ÿC32ÿ34*ÿ7.*5D.ÿ>(/*8220ÿ
'52;,3*ÿ7.,1)ÿ,2*13,;,*5.ÿ.325*2ÿ,1ÿ34*ÿ/220,*.ÿ21ÿ34*ÿ7.*5D.ÿ/26'73*54 ÿ
9,6,3(53<ÿ628,3*ÿ2*+,/*ÿ,2*13,;,*5.ÿ-4,/4ÿ71,E7*3<ÿ,2*13,;<ÿ(ÿ628,3*ÿ2*:
+,/*ÿ(5*ÿ/266213<ÿ(//*..*2ÿ(F12ÿ.*13ÿ32ÿ-*8.,3*.ÿ+,(ÿ628,3*ÿ(''3,/(3,21.ÿ,1:
.3(33*2ÿ21ÿ34*ÿ628,3*ÿ2*+,/*4 ÿÿ97/4ÿ,2*13,;,*5.ÿ(5*ÿ3<',/(33<ÿ7.*2ÿ32ÿ(..2/,(3*ÿ
5*E7*.3.ÿ-,34ÿ(ÿ7.*5ÿ8(.*2ÿ21ÿ34*ÿ(..76'3,21ÿ34(3ÿ(ÿ628,3*ÿ2*+,/*ÿ,.ÿ'5,6(5,3<ÿ
7.*2ÿ8<ÿ21*ÿ'*5.214 ÿÿG47.ÿ8*4(+,25(3ÿ,1;256(3,21ÿ/233*/3*2ÿ8<ÿ6733,'3*ÿ

ÿ

ÿ 74ÿHÿ!125*(.ÿI7*41ÿJKÿLMKNKÿOPQKRÿOPKSTÿUMPVJTÿUVSOTKÿPWÿXOÿMY
ZPV[ÿ7ÿ>\ÿ124ÿ=ÿ 9ÿ(3ÿ ] ÿ^123,1)ÿ34(3ÿ34,52:'(53<ÿ/220,*.ÿ.7/4ÿ(.ÿ342.*ÿ7.*2ÿ8<ÿ_22)3*ÿ
>(/*8220ÿ(12ÿ(2+*53,.,1)ÿ1*3-250.ÿ/(1ÿ8*ÿ7.*2ÿ32ÿ35(/0ÿ7.*5ÿ8*4(+,25ÿ(/52..ÿ6733,'3*ÿ-*8.,3*.`4ÿ
ÿ =4ÿHÿÿMÿ>(/*8220ÿ13*51*3ÿG5(/0,1)ÿ,3,)4ÿ6ÿ>4ÿ97''4ÿ92ÿF ÿF=]Bÿ^44ÿa(34ÿ 7`ÿ
^2*./5,8,1)ÿ34*ÿ8*4(+,25ÿ2;ÿ>(/*8220D.ÿ35(/0,1)ÿ/220,*.`4ÿ
ÿ B4ÿWbÿ
ÿ 4ÿWbÿ(3ÿF4ÿ
ÿ F4ÿHÿI,6:c(,ÿa733*5ÿdQWÿMZPV[ÿVMKeÿdffOÿgPKÿHPMWÿhiVTÿdffKÿUSPÿdVVKKÿ
jkkKÿGalÿamalÿ^c(54ÿ6ÿ `ÿ433'.8nn3*/4/571/44/26n n9n6n(''3*:72,2.nÿ0433'.8nn'*5ÿ
6(4//n>":all4ÿÿ5,25ÿ32ÿc(5/4ÿ ÿ!''3*ÿ2*+,/*.ÿ(332-*2ÿ(''3,/(3,21.ÿ32ÿ(//*..ÿ34*ÿ71,E7*ÿ
2*+,/*ÿ,2*13,;,*5ÿ^m`ÿ(ÿ71,E7*ÿ,2*13,;,*5ÿ(..,)1*2ÿ32ÿ34*ÿ2*+,/*ÿ8<ÿ34*ÿ6(17;(/375*5ÿ34(3ÿ/2732ÿ123ÿ
8*ÿ/4(1)*2ÿ25ÿ2,.(83*2ÿ8<ÿ7.*5ÿ'5*;*5*1/*4ÿÿWbÿÿ1ÿ9*'3*68*5ÿ ÿ!''3*ÿ,135227/*2ÿ(ÿ1*-ÿ,2*13,;,*5ÿ
;25ÿ(2+*53,.*5.ÿ^>!`ÿ-4,/4ÿ)(+*ÿ7.*5.ÿ34*ÿ(8,3,3<ÿ32ÿ/4(1)*ÿ34*ÿ>!ÿ,1ÿ34*ÿ2*+,/*D.ÿ'5,+(/<ÿ.*3:
3,1).ÿ-4,3*ÿ(3.2ÿ'52+,2,1)ÿ(2+*53,.*5.ÿ-,34ÿ(ÿ-(<ÿ32ÿ35(/0ÿ7.*5.4ÿÿo,6ÿ2-(52.ÿdffOÿgPKÿpNO[ÿ
HPMWÿUMPVJTÿSÿjKMKÿdTPeÿPWÿqKÿUMVJ[ÿÿXfÿXNÿrm999ÿ9ÿ^\/34ÿ ÿ ÿ
F8 ÿ!c`ÿ433'8nn---487.,1*..,1.,2*54/26n,;(:(''3*.:,'421*:35(/0,1):,1:,2.:=: : ÿ0433'.8nn'*5ÿ
6(4//n>Br:B=4ÿÿ1ÿ\/328*5ÿ 9ÿ_22)3*ÿ(11271/*2ÿ(ÿ.,6,3(5ÿ/4(1)*ÿ32ÿ,3.ÿ!1252,2ÿ2'*5(3,1)ÿ
.<.3*6ÿ-4*5*8<ÿ,3.ÿ@!1252,2ÿAÿ^(1(32)27.ÿ32ÿ!''3*D.ÿm`ÿ-2732ÿ8*ÿ5*'3(/*2ÿ-,34ÿ(ÿ1*-ÿ@!2:
+*53,.,1)ÿAÿ^(1(32)27.ÿ32ÿ!''3*D.ÿ>!`4ÿÿ_5*)ÿ93*53,1)ÿsTOÿhfOPVTÿtdWMWÿkuÿvSÿ
tdWZMKTÿkuÿHQOPMÿÿdffOqKÿkwdÿc!IG_ÿ!ÿ^\/34ÿ9 ÿ 9ÿ8ÿ4c4̀ÿ433'8nn6(5ÿ
0*3,1)3(124/26n)22)3*:5*'3(/,1):(1252,2:,2:-,34:(2+*53,.,1):,2:.,6,3(5:32:(''3*.:,2;(:=9=9=ÿ0433'.8ÿ
nn'*56(4//nc :l"ml4ÿÿ!33427)4ÿ34*.*ÿ/4(1)*.ÿ5*'5*.*13ÿ(33*6'3.ÿ32ÿ8(3(1/*ÿ/21.76*5ÿ'5,+(/<ÿ
,13*5*.3.ÿ()(,1.3ÿ34*ÿ*/2126,/ÿ+(37*ÿ2;ÿ/21.76*5ÿ,1.,)43.ÿ34*ÿ*?3*13ÿ32ÿ-4,/4ÿ.7/4ÿ6*(.75*.ÿ*14(1/*ÿ
'5,+(/<ÿ6(<ÿ8*ÿ3,6,3*2ÿ8<ÿ34*ÿ(8,3,3<ÿ32ÿ6(3/4ÿ34*.*ÿ,2*13,;,*5.ÿ32ÿÿ7.,1)ÿ234*5ÿ121:4ÿÿHÿKNfMPÿ
9*/3,21.ÿ4r4]4r44ÿ
ÿ 4ÿHÿI,68*53<ÿG5721)ÿxTMPfSVRÿjKMKÿyTSWÿkvÿz[ÿ{NOfOÿsPWTK|HNMZ[ÿhY
ZPOKÿSÿ{KÿPMMWÿkZVKÿ!Iÿ9amG}ÿ^c(54ÿ6ÿ 9`ÿ433'.8nn1(0*2.*/75,3<4.2'42.4/26nÿ
9n9n6n2*+,/*.:-2~1,(0:,1;2)5('4,/nÿ0433'.8nn'*56(4//n>o=c:1!ÿ^5*'253,1)ÿ34(3ÿ.75+*<ÿ5*:
.'212*13.ÿ/(55,*2ÿ(1ÿ(+*5()*ÿ4Fÿ628,3*ÿ2*+,/*.ÿ(52712ÿ-,34ÿ34*6ÿ*+*5<ÿ2(<`ÿKÿPOKÿ"ÿ
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'((3)*'+)2,-ÿ),-+'33./ÿ2,ÿ+0.ÿ122)3.ÿ/.3)*.ÿ',/ÿ-.,+ÿ+2ÿ3'4)25-ÿ+0)4/ÿ('4+).-ÿ
*',ÿ2.ÿ3),6./ÿ+2ÿ+0.ÿ(.4-2,7-ÿ(428)3.ÿ29ÿ'--2*)'+)2,ÿ:)+0ÿ+0.ÿ/.3)*.ÿ)/.,+)8).4ÿ
+0.4.29ÿ*4.'+),;ÿ</.+')3./ÿ/2--).4-4= ÿ
4ÿ>?ÿ1!8ÿ@A>ÿB>!>ÿCDÿ>?ÿ!"ÿ!ÿ>Bÿ1 CE>ÿ
>0.ÿ1!ÿ(420)2)+-ÿ'ÿ<3)/.2ÿ+'(.ÿ-.43)*.ÿ(423)/.4=ÿ8421ÿ<6,2:),;39ÿ
/)-*32-0),;ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ0ÿ*2,*.4,),;ÿ',9ÿ*2,-51.4ÿ28ÿ-5*0ÿ(423)/.4= ÿ5,3.--ÿ
2,.ÿ28ÿ-)Fÿ.,51.4'+./9ÿ.F*.(+)2,-G),*35/),;ÿ22+0ÿ',ÿ2(+H),ÿ',/ÿ',ÿ2(+H25+ÿ
.F*.(+)2,G'((3).-4 ÿÿ<0ÿIJKLMÿ),8241'+)2,ÿ:0)*0ÿ)/.,+)8).-ÿ'ÿ(.4-2,ÿ
'-ÿ0'3),;ÿ4.N5.-+./ÿ24ÿ22+'),./ÿ-(.*)8)*ÿ3)/.2ÿ1'+.4)'3-ÿ24ÿ-.43)*.-ÿ8421ÿ'ÿ
3)/.2ÿ+'(.ÿ-.43)*.ÿ(423)/.44= 6ÿÿ@254+-ÿ0'3.ÿ*2,-+45./ÿ+0)-ÿ/.8),)+)2,ÿ+2ÿ4.H
N5)4.ÿ+04..ÿ.3.1.,+-8ÿOÿ),8241'+)2,ÿ+0'+ÿ)/.,+)8).-ÿ'ÿ(.4-2,PÿOÿ),8241'+)2,ÿ
+0'+ÿ)/.,+)8).-ÿ<-(.*)8)*ÿ73)/.2ÿ1'+.4)'3-P=ÿ',/ÿ9Oÿ'ÿ,.F5-ÿ2.+:..,ÿ+0.-.ÿ+:2ÿ
().*.-ÿ28ÿ),8241'+)2,4 ÿÿ!((39),;ÿ+0.-.ÿ4.N5)4.1.,+-ÿ+2ÿ/);)+'3ÿ)/.,+)8).4-ÿ
',/ÿ2+0.4ÿ(2+.,+)'339ÿ)/.,+)89),;ÿ),8241'+)2,ÿ),ÿ',ÿ,+.4,.+ÿ3)/.2ÿ*2,+.F+ÿ
*254+-ÿ0'3.ÿ4.*2;,)Q./ÿ+0'+ÿ+0.ÿ1!7-ÿ/.8),)+)2,ÿ)-ÿ'+ÿ3.'-+ÿ<'1.,'23.=ÿ+2ÿ

ÿ

B!@?ÿ@>ÿA4B4ÿBE!>?CÿABÿÿ 7ÿ'+ÿÿR SOÿ0++(8TT:::4(.:),+.4,.+424;T8)3.-T ÿ
7T9TUB1'4+(02,.-U6 74(/8ÿ00++(-8TT(.41'4**TB1VDH@!D!ÿR4.(24+),;ÿ+0'+ÿS6Wÿ28ÿ'/53+-ÿ),ÿ
+0.ÿA,)+./ÿB+'+.-ÿ2:,ÿ-1'4+(02,.-O4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿXÿB*2++ÿ>0541ÿYÿZ56'4)ÿ:'+',)ÿ[',.ÿ\]^ÿ_]`ÿabcÿdÿeKf^JÿgMh^ÿiLMÿ
_]^ÿ]ÿ^LÿdLfLÿdjjMÿdfÿkf^I]hÿ]ÿfg^I`ÿlÿXm^fj]ÿnMfMÿ"! ÿB>4ÿo4ÿR.*4ÿ
ÿ Oÿ0++(8TT:::4:-p4*21T'4+)*3.-TBq 667V6V6Sr6 67VS 9V97V6S ÿ00++(-8ÿ
TT(.41'4**TA"9@HS> r4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ1)/.2ÿ4)3'*9ÿ42+.*+)2,ÿ!*+ÿ28ÿrÿÿA4B4@4ÿsÿV R2OROÿR O4ÿ
ÿ 94ÿXÿLtÿsÿV R2ORO4ÿÿ!ÿ8533ÿ/)-*5--)2,ÿ28ÿ/)-*32-54.-ÿ(.41)++./ÿ29ÿ+0.ÿ1!ÿ)-ÿ2.92,/ÿ+0.ÿ
-*2(.ÿ28ÿ+0)-ÿ@211.,+4ÿÿ?2:.3.4ÿ+:2ÿ.F*.(+)2,-ÿ'4.ÿ:24+0ÿ,2+),;ÿ2.*'5-.ÿ+0.9ÿ0'3.ÿ2..,ÿ5-./ÿ29ÿ
*254+-ÿ+2ÿ),+.4(4.+ÿ+0.ÿ-*2(.ÿ28ÿ4ÿÿXuÿthtÿÿfÿ1)Q)2ÿ,*4ÿ@2,-51.4ÿ4)3'*9ÿ)+);4ÿ9ÿD4ÿB5((4ÿ
9/ÿ 6ÿ 6ÿR@44ÿ@'34ÿ VO4ÿÿD)4-+ÿB52/)3)-)2,ÿV R2ORORqOÿ-+'+.-ÿ+0'+ÿ'ÿ(423)/.4ÿ1'9ÿ/)-*32-.ÿ
^`ÿÿ-2ÿ32,;ÿ'-ÿ+0.ÿ*2,-51.4ÿ0'-ÿ(423)/./ÿ),8241./ÿ*2,-.,+ÿ),ÿ'/3',*.ÿR<2(+ÿ),=O4ÿÿ
sÿV R2ORORqO4ÿÿq9ÿ*2,+4'-+ÿB52/)3)-)2,ÿV R2OROROÿ'332:-ÿ'ÿ(423)/.4ÿ+2ÿ/)-*32-.ÿ'ÿ*2,-51.47-ÿ
^mÿ^Lÿ^LLfMMÿR:)+0ÿ,2ÿ)/.,+)8)*'+)2,ÿ28ÿ3)/.2ÿ1'+.4)'3-Oÿ25+ÿ2,39ÿ)8ÿ+0.ÿ*2,-51.4ÿ0'-ÿ,2+ÿ2(+./ÿ
25+ÿ28ÿ-5*0ÿ'ÿ/)-*32-54.ÿR<2(+ÿ25+=O4ÿÿLtÿsÿV R2ORORO4ÿ
ÿ 64ÿLtÿsÿV R'OR9OÿR.1(0'-)-ÿ'//./O4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿÿfÿ?535ÿ4)3'*9ÿ)+);4ÿRÿfÿvKJKÿOÿSÿD4ÿB5((4ÿ9/ÿ r ÿ r7ÿR44ÿ@'34ÿ 7OPÿ^IIfLÿ
ÿfÿ)*6.32/.2,ÿ@2,-51.4ÿ4)3'*9ÿ)+);4ÿVÿD49/ÿS ÿrÿR9/ÿ@)44ÿ SOÿIftÿLLÿ9VÿB4ÿ@+4ÿ
S6ÿR VOPÿ.449ÿ34ÿ@'23.ÿ.:-ÿ.+:246ÿ,*4ÿ24ÿ86w@1w rSw ÿ Sÿ" ÿ69V9Vÿ'+ÿx6ÿ
R44ÿy'4ÿ!(44ÿ ÿ SOÿ^llzLÿÿ]fÿhfKLMÿ76ÿD49/ÿ99SÿR +0ÿ@)44ÿ VOPÿ22),-2,ÿ34ÿ)-,.9ÿ
C,3),.ÿ7ÿD4ÿB5((4ÿ9/ÿVSÿVrwÿRB444Zÿ 7OPÿ)*0.,2.4;.4ÿ34ÿBÿ,*4ÿ24ÿ@ 6w6S9ÿ>B{ÿ
7ÿ" ÿV7r7ÿ'+ÿx6ÿR"44ÿ"'-04ÿE'9ÿVÿ 7Oÿ^llzLÿVSÿD49/ÿrVrÿRr+0ÿ@)44ÿ VO4ÿ
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'ÿ()2'*ÿ+,-.)/).-'-+2,40ÿÿ122.3.)ÿ425)-6ÿ*+6'7)..ÿ2+-8ÿ).6/.4-ÿ-2ÿ-8.ÿ9.<',:
+,7ÿ2;ÿ-8.ÿ;+)6-ÿ.3.9.,-ÿ42,4.),+,7ÿ+,;2)9'-+2,ÿ-8'-ÿ+*.,-+;+.6ÿ'ÿ/.)62,4 ÿ
!-ÿ3.'6-ÿ;25)ÿ*+6-+,4-ÿ+,-.)/).-'-+2,6ÿ2;ÿ-8.ÿ*.;+,+-+2,=6ÿ/.)62,'3ÿ+*.,-+;+:
)7.*ÿ6+,4.ÿ 6ÿ28.,ÿ-8.ÿÿ?ÿ@ABAÿÿ425)-ÿ
4'-+2,ÿ).>5+).9.,-ÿ8'3.ÿ.9.
;+)6-ÿ42,;)2,-.*ÿ-8.ÿ+665.4ÿÿ,ÿÿ?ÿ@ABAÿÿ-8.ÿ425)-ÿ8.3*ÿF-8'-ÿ',ÿC',2,D:
9256Eÿ+*.,-+;+.)ÿ2+-825-ÿ92).ÿ*2.6ÿ,2-ÿ+*.,-+;Dÿ'ÿ/.)62,4 ÿÿ)'2+,7ÿ65/:
/2)-ÿ;)29ÿÿ?ÿ@ABAÿÿ-8.ÿGBBHÿ425)-ÿ8.3*ÿ-8'-ÿ+,;2)9'-+2,ÿ+*.,-+;+.6ÿ'ÿ/.)62,ÿ
2,3Dÿ+;ÿ-8.ÿ/.)62,=6ÿ+*.,-+-Dÿ4',ÿ(.ÿ'649.)-'+,.*ÿ;)29ÿ-8.ÿ*+643265).ÿ+-6.3;ÿ2+-8:
25-ÿ',DÿC;5)-8.)ÿ6-./6Eÿ(.+,7ÿ-'I.,4 ÿÿJ'I+,7ÿ'ÿ()2'*.)ÿ3+.2ÿ822.3.)ÿ-8.ÿ
K+)6-ÿL+)45+-ÿ+,ÿM?HNOÿ8.3*ÿ-8'-ÿ-8.ÿ1!ÿ).>5+).6ÿ2,3Dÿ-8'-ÿ-98.ÿ+,;2)9'-+2,ÿ
(.ÿC).'62,'(3Dÿ',*ÿ;2).6..'(3Dÿ3+I.3DEÿ-2ÿ+*.,-+;Dÿ'ÿ/.)62,4 ÿÿK+,'33Dÿ-8.ÿ
J8+)*ÿL+)45+-ÿ+,ÿÿ?ÿPQRBSÿ8.3*ÿ-8'-ÿ+,;2)9'-+2,ÿ+*.,-+;+.6ÿ'ÿ/.)62,ÿ
2,3Dÿ+;ÿ-8.ÿ+,;2)9'-+2,ÿ2253*ÿ/.)9+-ÿ',ÿC2)*+,')Dÿ/.)62,Eÿ-2ÿ9'I.ÿ-8.ÿ+*.,:
-+;+4'-+2,49ÿÿT,*.)3D+,7ÿ-8.6.ÿ*+;;.).,4.6ÿ2;ÿ+,-.)/).-'-+2,ÿ+69ÿ9'ÿ*+6/5-.ÿ42,:
4.),+,7ÿ-8.ÿ.U-.,-ÿ-2ÿ28+48ÿ42,-.U-ÿ+6ÿ).3.3',-ÿ-2ÿ-8.ÿ+,>5+)D4 ÿ
J8+6ÿ*+6/5-.ÿ.3233.*ÿ;)29ÿ-8.ÿ1!=6ÿ'//39+64'-+2,ÿ-2ÿ;'4-5'3ÿ4+)459:
,- ÿ',*ÿ+-ÿ+6ÿ926-ÿ43.')3Dÿ.U:
6-',4.6ÿ5,',-+4+/'-.*ÿ'-ÿ-8.ÿ-+9.ÿ2;ÿ+-6ÿ.,'4-9.
9
7
.9/3+;+.*ÿ+,ÿM?HNOÿ',*ÿÿ?ÿPQRBS4 ÿÿ.3.)-8.3.66ÿ',ÿ.U'9+,'-+2,ÿ
2;ÿÿ?ÿ@ABAÿÿ',*ÿ+-6ÿ/)27.,Dÿ+,ÿ'**+-+2,ÿ-2ÿ-8.6.ÿ4+)45+-ÿ425)-ÿ*.4+6+2,6ÿ+960ÿ
,.4.66')Dÿ;2)ÿ'ÿ;533ÿ5,*.)6-',*+,7ÿ2;ÿ-8.ÿ+,-.)/).-+3.ÿ)',7.ÿ2;ÿ-8.ÿ-.)9ÿ4 ÿÿ

ÿ

ÿ 04ÿVWÿXYXÿÿ?ÿPQRBSÿ<ÿK49*ÿ'-ÿ74ÿ
ÿ <4ÿVÿZ?[ÿ,2-.6ÿ F\9ÿ',*ÿ'4429/',D+,7ÿ-.U-4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿVÿ*+64566+2,ÿZ?[ÿ].4-+2,6ÿ4^\4ÿ
ÿ F4ÿÿ?ÿ@ABAÿÿ24ÿL \9<06ÿ^ÿ 6ÿ" ÿ<6966ÿ'-ÿ_ ÿ̀44ÿL'34ÿ!/)4ÿÿ 6a4ÿ
ÿ94ÿ33+6ÿ34ÿL')-22,ÿ.-22)Iÿ,44ÿ24ÿ86\L1\66\J"Jÿ 6ÿ" ÿ7 9797ÿ'-ÿ_9ÿ̀44ÿb'4ÿ
c4-4ÿÿ 6aÿ[ZZdSÿÿN?ÿY?ASHÿ9ÿK49*ÿ 7ÿ̀ -8ÿL+)4ÿ 7a4ÿ
ÿ94ÿe.)6823ÿ34ÿb',,.--ÿ]'-.33+-.ÿ,;24ÿ.-22)Iÿ,44ÿ ÿK49*ÿ6 ÿ60ÿ̀ 6-ÿL+)4ÿ 7a4ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿ?ÿ+4I.32*.2,ÿL2,659.)ÿ)+3'4Dÿ+-+74ÿ<ÿK49*ÿ0 ÿFÿ`9*ÿL+)4ÿ 0aÿQ?XÿSSÿ
9<ÿ]4ÿL-4ÿ06ÿ̀ <a4ÿ
ÿ994ÿVÿZ?[ÿ,2-.6ÿ9\97ÿ',*ÿ'4429/',D+,7ÿ-.U-fÿZ?[ÿ].4-+2,ÿ14!4ÿ
ÿ964ÿVÿZ?[ÿ].4-+2,ÿ4^fÿHÿ[BHÿgNÿhSÿ?O[Qiÿ?QÿjQkÿ?QYÿhl?ÿ?O[Qiÿ
ÿNÿmnHÿA?iWÿ@[?YÿoZ?ÿNÿVApQqqXÿÿ?O[QiWÿgQNBYiWÿ[SÿNÿr[lÿZÿNÿVXÿ
qqXÿÿNÿsASQ[?iÿ -8ÿL2,74ÿ7ÿ̀ aÿ08.).+,';-.)ÿhjÿmtnmÿjqSqÿ@[?Yÿ̀6-'-.:
9.,-ÿ2;ÿu)4ÿL8)+6-2/8.)ÿ"23;ÿ+).4-2)ÿ)+3'4Dÿ',*ÿ,;2)9'-+2,ÿu','7.9.,-ÿb)25/ÿ127',ÿ23.336ÿ
aÿ`C,ÿFÿ28.,ÿ-8.ÿ1!ÿ2'6ÿ.,'4-.*ÿ,2ÿ2,.ÿ*).'9.*ÿ2;ÿ6-).'9+,7ÿ3+*.2ÿ',*ÿ624+'3ÿ68'):
+,74Ea4ÿÿ3.,ÿ'6ÿ3'-.ÿ'6ÿFF7ÿ829.ÿ.,-.)-'+,9.,-ÿ4299.,-'-2)6ÿ*+*ÿ,2-ÿ',-+4+/'-.ÿ-8.ÿ.U-.,-ÿ-2ÿ28+48ÿ
-8.ÿ,-.),.-ÿ2253*ÿ.,'(3.ÿ3+*.2:2,:*.9',*ÿ6.)3+4.6ÿ-2ÿ68'I.ÿ5/ÿ',ÿ.,-+).ÿ+,*56-)D4ÿÿVÿ+423.ÿ"+,:
;+.3*ÿrRYÿoiSÿoBQRpAH?vHÿwQ[SÿZÿx?lNÿ4!4ÿJu]ÿ̀.44ÿ7ÿFF7aÿ8--/8yy')-+43.643'-ÿ
+9.64429yFF7: :7y(56+,.66y;+: 7Fzz(324I(56-.):3+*.2ÿ08--/68yy/.)9'444yJ{:ee4ÿ
ÿ974ÿVÿZ?[ÿ].4-+2,6ÿ4L\4ÿ
ÿ904ÿVÿu+48+7',ÿu5-4ÿ+'(4ÿL24ÿ34ÿ!))+.,ÿ99ÿK4ÿ]5//4ÿ6F0ÿ76ÿ,46ÿ̀]444e4ÿF06aÿ[ZZvSÿ966ÿ
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&'()*+'ÿ)ÿ,)-2./01ÿ22ÿ(2*.0+ÿ3)4'ÿ.'+0'5ÿ03'/.ÿ/60'.7.'0)0/26+ÿ26ÿ8.2*65+ÿ22ÿ
3'8/+3)0/4'ÿ/60'60ÿ9'(0/26ÿ4!ÿ:'8/6+ÿ;/039ÿ?)6ÿ'<),/6)0/26ÿ22ÿ03'ÿ1!=+ÿ
'6)(0,'60ÿ/6ÿ>ÿ)65ÿ),'65,'60ÿ/6ÿ 94 ÿÿ9'(0/26ÿ94&ÿ0.)('+ÿ03'ÿ(*..'60ÿ
+0)0'ÿ22ÿ03'ÿ3);ÿ03.2*83ÿÿ@ÿABCBÿÿ)65ÿ/0+ÿ7.28'614 ÿÿ9'(0/26+ÿ4Dÿ)65ÿ
4ÿ'<),/6'ÿ03'ÿ5'(9>/+/26+ÿ22ÿ03'ÿ(/.(*/0ÿ(2*.0+ÿ/6ÿE@FGHÿ)65ÿÿ@ÿIJKCL
Mÿ.'+7'(0/4'314 ÿ
NOÿP@FFQCÿÿ
R3'ÿ1!ÿ;)+ÿ'6)(0'5ÿ/6ÿ.'+726+'ÿ02ÿ03'ÿ7*:3/()0/26ÿ/6ÿ)ÿ;''S31ÿ")+3T
/68026ÿ4D4ÿ0):32/5ÿ22ÿ/622.,)0/626ÿ):2*0ÿ2/3,+ÿ03)0ÿU*58'ÿ2:'.0ÿ&2.Sÿ3)5ÿ
.'60'5ÿ2.2,ÿ)ÿ32()3ÿ4/5'2ÿ+02.'4 ÿÿR3/+ÿ7*:3/(ÿ5/+(32+*.'ÿ2((*..'5ÿ),/5ÿ)ÿ
3')0'5ÿ5':)0'ÿ/6ÿ03'ÿ6V6/0'5ÿ90)0'+ÿ9'6)0'ÿ24'.ÿU*58'ÿ&2.S=+ÿ62,/6)0/26ÿ02ÿ
03'ÿ9*7.','ÿD2*.04 ÿÿR3'ÿ4/5'2ÿ+02.'ÿ5/+(362+'5ÿ03'ÿ3/+0ÿ22ÿ6Wÿ2/3,+ÿ/6ÿ.'T
+726+'ÿ02ÿ.'72.0'.ÿX/(3)'3ÿ23)6=+ÿ.'Y*'+04 ÿÿ!3032*83ÿ03'ÿ3/+0ÿ;)+ÿ/662(*T
2*+Z(26+/+0/68ÿ22ÿ&./0/+3ÿ(2+0*,'ÿ5.),)+ÿ!32.'5ÿ[/0(3(2(Sÿ2/3,+ÿ,1+06'9.T
/'+ÿ)65ÿ03'ÿ3/S'Z03'ÿ5/+(32+*.'ÿ;)+ÿ,'0ÿ;/03ÿ;/5'+7.')5ÿ(265',6)0/264 ÿ

ÿ

\45ÿW6ÿ]5ÿD/.4ÿ>W7^ÿ]_097'(*3)0/26+ÿ):2*0ÿ(268.'++/26)3ÿ/60'60ÿ).'ÿ)3;)1+ÿ8*'++;2.S4ÿR3'ÿ(2*.0+ÿ
.)03'.ÿ,*+0ÿ.'31ÿ22.ÿ8*/5)6('ÿ*726ÿ03'ÿ8'6'.)3ÿ+'00/68ÿ22ÿ03'ÿ+0)0*0'ÿ)65ÿ/0+ÿ'423*0/26ÿ03.2*83ÿ-*5/(/)3ÿ
/60'.7.'0)0/26+4̀^4ÿ
ÿ9?4ÿÿaÿb@Qÿ9'(0/26ÿ4!4ÿ
ÿ94ÿÿaÿb@Qÿ9'(0/26ÿ4&4ÿ
ÿ9>4ÿÿaÿb@Qÿ9'(0/26+ÿ4Dc4ÿ
ÿ64ÿÿ94ÿ4ÿd4ÿ T7>>ÿ)0ÿ7ÿ]>^eÿFÿX/(3)'3ÿ23)6ÿfGÿg@KÿfQhFÿ"!9[4ÿDRiÿ!ÿ
9'704ÿ7cd(04ÿÿ>?ÿ)0ÿÿWÿ]5'+(./:/68ÿU*58'ÿ&2.S=+ÿ2/3,ÿ7.'2'.'6('+ÿ/6(3*5/68ÿ,1+0'./'+ÿ)65ÿ)ÿ
_7.'5/3'(0/26ÿ22.ÿ&./0/+3ÿ(2+0*,'ÿ5.),)+`^4ÿÿ!3032*83ÿ03'ÿ5/+(32+*.'ÿ22ÿU*58'ÿ&2.S=+ÿ4/5'20)7'+ÿ;)+ÿ
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F;+ÿ/+*(@(+-2G)ÿ*0@01(3(2?ÿ22ÿ3(->ÿ2;+ÿ'()*32)+'ÿ(-<2/=02(2-ÿ22ÿ0-ÿ('+-2(D
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4ÿ!'()3(*)3)+,ÿ2-ÿ!..)+)2/(3ÿ/-201(+)2/ÿ.2/+)-,)/3ÿ(/ÿ/.)').4(3ÿ
!55266ÿ+2ÿ(..)+)2/(3ÿ)/-201(+)2/ÿ(*24+ÿ(ÿ.(+(ÿ64*725+ÿ82)396ÿ)/ÿ-('20ÿ2-ÿ
-)/.)/3ÿ+9(+ÿ+92ÿ.)653262.ÿ)/-201(+)2/ÿ)6ÿÿ)-9ÿ+:92ÿ(..)+)2/(3ÿ)/-201(+)2/ÿ)6ÿ
64--)5)2/+ÿ+2ÿ)/-20ÿ+92ÿ).2/+)+,ÿ2-ÿ+92ÿ)/.)').4(34 ÿÿ;92ÿ(..)+)2/(3ÿ)/-201(+)2/ÿ
1(,ÿ*2ÿ)/ÿ+92ÿ-201ÿ2-ÿ(ÿ<4*3)53,ÿ(55266)*32ÿ.(+(*(62ÿ20ÿ82*6)+2ÿ(ÿ<0)'(+2ÿ.(9+:(ÿ
624052ÿ+2ÿ89)59ÿ+92ÿ025)<)2/+ÿ2-ÿ+92ÿ.)65326402ÿ9(6ÿ(55266ÿ20ÿ(ÿ<4*3)5ÿ02520.4 ÿÿ
/ÿÿ=ÿ>?@?ÿÿ-20ÿ2A(1<32ÿ.2-2/.(/+ÿ').22ÿ<02').20ÿB434ÿ.)653296:2.ÿ)/-20C
1(+)2/ÿ(*24+ÿ+92ÿ').226ÿ)+6ÿ46206ÿ8(+592.ÿ(/.ÿ+92)0ÿB434ÿD620ÿ64 ÿÿ!+ÿ+92ÿ
+)12ÿ2-ÿ+92ÿ.)65326402ÿ<4*3)53,ÿ(55266)*32ÿ46290:ÿ<02-)326ÿ2/ÿ+92ÿB434ÿ82*6)+2ÿ
52/+()/2.ÿ+92ÿ-)06+ÿ(/.ÿ3(6+ÿ/(12ÿ2-ÿ+92ÿ46204 ÿÿ!/,2/2ÿ)/ÿ<266266)2/ÿ2-ÿ(ÿ
<2062/E6ÿB434ÿD620ÿÿ8243.ÿ*2ÿ(*32ÿ+2ÿ(55266ÿ+92ÿ4620E6ÿ<02-)32ÿ<(32ÿ2/ÿ+92ÿ
B434ÿ82*6)+2ÿ+2ÿ.9):6952'20ÿ+92ÿ-)06+ÿ(/.ÿ3(6+ÿ/(12ÿ2-ÿ+92ÿ<2062/ÿ892ÿ9(.ÿ
8(+592.ÿ+92ÿ').224 ÿÿF)1)3(03,ÿ.)65326402ÿ2-ÿ.21230(<9)5ÿ)/-201(+)2/ÿ+9(+ÿ
5(/ÿ*2ÿ520023(+2.ÿ8)+9ÿ)/-201(+)2/ÿ)/ÿ+92ÿ<4*3)5ÿ02520.ÿ1(,ÿ5(00,ÿ6212ÿ0)6Gÿ
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4/)H4249:6ÿÿI/9ÿ:+792ÿ2+920ÿ9(/.ÿ3(5Gÿ2-ÿ(55266)*)3)+,ÿ8243.ÿ32820ÿ+92ÿ0)6Gÿ2-ÿ
).2/+)-)5(+)2/4 ÿÿJ20ÿ2A(1<32ÿ4/)H42ÿ<2062/(3ÿ).2/+)-)206ÿ52/+()/2.ÿ)/ÿ(ÿ62+C
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